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In 2018, the Federation of Jewish Communities
(FJC) in the Czech Republic recorded a total of 347
antisemitic incidents.
The victims of violent acts often do not report
the incident; thus, it is most likely that the actual
number of antisemitic attacks was higher. Nevertheless, violent antisemitic attacks do continue
to be sporadic; in 2018, two cases of physical aggression with an antisemitic motif were recorded.
Also, three cases of devaluation of Jewish property by antisemitic graffiti, symbols etc. were recorded as well as nine incidents falling under the
category of dangerous threatening, harassment
and insulting a concrete individual because of
their real or perceived Jewishness.
In the Czech Republic, however, there has been an
evident rise of antisemitic sentiment especially
on the internet - a long-term increase in the number of posted antisemitic articles, social media
posts, anonymous commentaries and contributions to discussions. Antisemitic manifestations
of hate on the internet account for 92,8 % of all
recorded incidents.
Antisemitic contributions appear traditionally on
the webs of the extreme right, on anti-liberal webs
or in the statements of the activists who support
the Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions (BDS) move-

ment. Disinformation platforms, which often have
a pro-Kremlin bias, have been the source of more
than 36 % of all recorded incidents and provided a
substantial ideological antisemitic text base.
The dominant content involved in 64 % of the
cases comprised false, vulgar or stereotypical
claims concerning Jews; a very common phenomenon was the dissemination of conspiracy
theories containing the myth of global Jewry and
its alleged control of the media, economy, governments and other public institutions. Cases of
new antisemitism, applying to Israel standards of
conduct not applied to other democratic states or
imputing blame to Jews as a whole for the actions
of the State of Israel, accounted for almost 29 % of
all recorded incidents. The largest number of incidents was recorded by the FJC in May 2018 when
manifestations of antisemitism accompanied all
the stages of the move of the US embassy from
Tel Aviv to Jerusalem and the following unrest in
the Gaza Strip.
However, compared to other countries in the
Central European region as well as in Western
Europe, the Czech Republic remains a safe country for the Jewish community. The large majority of manifestations of antisemitism, as the analysis of recorded incidents has shown, is confined
to the internet.
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2. 1. THE PURPOSE OF THE
ANNUAL REPORT ON
MANIFESTATIONS OF
ANTISEMITISM IN 2018
The Annual Report on manifestations of antisemitism in the Czech Republic in 2018 (“the
Report”) has been drafted by the FJW for the
internal needs of the Jewish communities in
the Czech Republic (CR) and also of other institutions and organisations that process data on
antisemitism. The aim of the Report is to provide, within the scope of the gathered data, a
comprehensive picture of the manifestations of
antisemitism, of trends and the social climate
in relation to manifestations of antisemitism.

2. 2. METHOD AND
TERMINOLOGY
The core of the Report consists of information
on antisemitic incidents recorded by the FJC
in 2018. According to the FJC, an antisemitic
incident is an act or manifestation as defined
further down in subchapter 2.3; antisemitic incidents can take various forms from attacks on
property, physical or verbal assault and threats
to internet and social media posts. Data were
gathered from the actual victims of antisemitic
incidents as well as from Czech Jewish organisations and communities, the general public,
CR Police and from open sources, such as the
mainstream media and the web pages of monitored organisations. As the FJC draws exclusively on open sources, and the availability of
relevant data depends, amongst other things,
on the willingness, ability and possibilities of
victims to report manifestations of antisemitism, the number of incidents published in the
Report does not reflect the full number of incidents that took place last year.

INTRODUCTION

The Report contains only general enumerations
of antisemitic incidents and texts. The full list
of references to published texts and media cases is attached in an annex. Taking into account
the safety of the injured parties and their witnesses, the Report does not provide such details
of the addressed incidents as would allow the
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
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identification of the persons concerned. Similarly, for personal data protection reasons, the
names and profile photographs in social media
posts have intentionally been made illegible.
All metadata have been removed from pictures.
All URL sources were made accessible as of
April 2019
Continuing its analysis, the Report divides antisemitic incidents into categories and classifies them
according to their type, ideology, content, aim and
medium in which the individual incidents took
place. As the Report works with certain concepts
not defined in statutes and therefore largely ambiguous, it categorizes incidents using, besides the
working definition of antisemitism, also the working definition of terms “extremism”. “disinformation” and “propaganda” provided by the Ministry of
the Interior of CR (MI CR).1
In its assessment of the social and political situation in CR in the last year the Report draws on documents published by state institutions, especially
the annual and quarterly reports of the MI CR2, the
Security Information Service (SIS)3, and the National Centre for Combating Organised Crime (NCCOC).4 The overview of the European and global
context draws especially on data provided by the
European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights
(FRA)5 and the Coordinating Forum for Combating
Antisemitism (CFCA)6, with whom the FJC has established long term cooperation.

2. 3. WORKING DEFINITION
OF ANTISEMITISM
The guiding definition of antisemitism in this
report is the one used by the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA).7 In its declaration on the fight against antisemitism and on
the development of a common security approach
to better protect Jewish communities and institutions in Europe, which it adopted on 6 December
2018, the Council of the European Union called
on all states that had not yet done so to confirm
the non-binding IHRA working definition of antisemitism.8 The Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament of CR adopted a resolution on the definition
of antisemitism on 25 January 2019,9 the Senate
of the Parliament of CR did so two days later.10

https://www.mvcr.cz/cthh/clanek/definice-dezinformaci-a-propagandy.aspx
https://www.mvcr.cz/clanek/ctvrtletni-zpravy-o-extremismu-odboru-bezpecnostni-politiky-mv.aspx
https://www.bis.cz/vyrocni-zpravy/
https://www.policie.cz/clanek/vyhodnoceni-cinnosti-zprava-o-cinnosti-ncoz.aspx
https://fra.europa.eu/en
CFCA is an internet forum which gathers information on antisemitic incidents from various sources in the whole world. Forum members include, inter alia: the Israeli
Ministry of Education, Sochnut – Jewish agency, The Community Security Trust (CST) from the U.K., the Vidal Sasson Institute attached to the Hebrew University in
Jerusalem and the Stephen Roth Institute at Tel Aviv University. https://www.cfca.org/
https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/sites/default/files/press_release_document_antisemitism.pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-15213-2018-INIT/cs/pdf
https://www.psp.cz/sqw/cms.sqw?z=12305
https://www.senat.cz/xqw/webdav/pssenat/original/90463/75783
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The aim of the working definition of antisemitism
is, amongst other things, to provide a practical
guide how to identify incidents and collect data.
It also contains concrete illustrative examples of
manifestations of antisemitism.

„“Antisemitism is a certain perception of Jews,
which may be expressed as hatred toward Jews.
Rhetorical and physical manifestations of antisemitism are directed toward Jewish or non-Jewish individuals and/or their property, toward Jewish community institutions and religious facilities.”
“Manifestations might include the targeting of the
state of Israel, conceived as a Jewish collectivity.
However, criticism of Israel similar to that levelled
against any other country cannot be regarded
as antisemitic. Antisemitism frequently charges Jews with conspiring to harm humanity, and
it is often used to blame Jews for “why things go
wrong.” It is expressed in speech, writing, visual
forms and action, and employs sinister stereotypes and negative character traits.”
Contemporary examples of antisemitism in
public life, the media, schools, the workplace,
and in the religious sphere could, taking into
account the overall context, include, but are not
limited to:
Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing
or harming of Jews in the name of a radical
ideology or an extremist view of religion.
Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about
Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy
or of Jews controlling the media, economy,
government or other societal institutions.
Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, or
even for acts committed by non-Jews.
Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g.
gas chambers) or intentionality of the genocide of the Jewish people at the hands of
National Socialist Germany and its supporters and accomplices during World War II (the
Holocaust).
Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a
state, of inventing or exaggerating the Holocaust.

Annual Report on Manifestations of Antisemitism
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Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of Jews
worldwide, than to the interests of their own
nations.
Examples of the ways in which antisemitism
may be demonstrated towards the State of Israel
can be summarised as follows:
Denying the Jewish people their right to
self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the
existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavour.
Applying double standards by requiring of it a
behaviour not expected or demanded of any
other democratic nation.
Using the symbols and images associated with
classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of Jews killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel
or Israelis.
Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli
policy to that of the Nazis.
Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel.

11
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by the above-mentioned working definition of
antisemitism. The concept of new antisemitism
refers to the “3D test” devised by Natan Sharansky.11 According to the test, to be considered antisemitic an utterance must contain at least one
of the 3 Ds.
The first D stands for Demonization, i.e. the portrayal of Israel as evil incarnate and aggressor.
An example is the comparison of the policy of the
State of Israel to Nazi Germany or of Palestinian
refugee camps to concentration camps etc.
Sharansky uses the second D to refer to the Double Standards applied selectively to the State of
Israel when judging its foreign policy or home
matters.
The third D stands for Delegitimization of the
State of Israel and refers to the denial of the right
of the State of Israel to self-determination.12

Criticism of Israel similar to that levelled against
any other country cannot of course be regarded
as antisemitic.
Antisemitic acts are criminal when they are so
defined by law (for example, denial of the Holocaust or distribution of antisemitic materials in
some countries).
Criminal acts are antisemitic when the targets
of attacks, whether they are people or property –
such as buildings, schools, places of worship and
cemeteries – are selected because they are, or are
perceived to be, Jewish or linked to Jews.
Antisemitic discrimination is the denial to Jews
of opportunities or services available to others
and is illegal in many countries.”

2. 4. 3D TEST
The Report also uses the term “new antisemitism”.
This term has not been codified in the Czech legal environment but from the point of view of the
FJC it is methodologically a useful instrument because it reflects very well the essence of the illegitimate criticism of the State of Israel as defined

11
12

http://www.jcpa.org/phas/phas-sharansky-f04.htm
The same definitions and application criteria used in this Report are used also by FRA and CFCA in their analyses.

12
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This chapter deals with antisemitic incidents recorded by FJC in 2018. The record includes a total
of 347 incidents, which were then divided into
clearly defined categories according to specified
criteria. The commentary part of this text contains a brief characteristic of each category and
illustrative examples of incidents falling under
it. For the purpose of analysis, the Report works
with five classified categories: according to type,
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aim, ideology, content and medium. The individual categories contain and classify all incidents recorded for 2018. Where an incident might fall under more than one category (e.g. it contains both
vulgar and stereotypical claims, and Holocaust
denial or new antisemitism), only one category is
chosen, the one which dominates in the incident.

3.1. ACCORDING TO TYPE
ANTISEMITIC INCIDENTS IN 2018
CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO TYPE

2,6 %

threats, insult, harassment

0,6 %

physical assault

0,9 %

attack against jewish
property, desecration

CATEGORIES
OF ANTISEMITIC
INCIDENTS

96 %

texts, depictions, audiovisual
manifestations

Source: Federation of Jewish Communities in CR, April 2019
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3. 1. 1. Physical attacks on
individuals
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December (in Prague) - unknown perpetrator
damaged a column in front of the Spanish Synagogue by carving a swastika on it.

A physical attack on a person is an assault resulting in bodily harm, or possibly an attack which
aims at causing bodily harm, even if the victim
of the assault manages to escape or when bodily
harm, though intended, does not occur.

3. 1. 1. 1. Incidents in 2018:

In 2018, there were 2 recorded physical assaults on
persons. However, it is necessary to bear in mind the
fact that victims of violent acts often do not report the
incident and it is possible that the actual number of
antisemitic attacks was higher.
April (in Prague) – physical assault on a hotel employee by a new employer, accompanied by the utterance “Jewish fuckers, return to your mother’s cunt”.
August (in Prague) – a foreigner wearing a kippah
had an argument with a taxi driver, who physically
attacked him. In the stream of the abuse, the victim
understood the word “Žid” (Jew).

3. 1. 2. Attacks on Jewish 		
property; desecration
Attacks on Jewish property or property linked to
Jews is typical of incidents obviously committed
with an antisemitic motivation and with the aim of
devaluing the property symbolically with antisemitic graffiti, symbols etc. Examples include the vandalization of Jewish cemeteries and monuments, drawing Nazi symbols on Jewish buildings etc.

3. 1. 2. 1. Incidents in 2018:
In 2018, there were 3 recorded incidents of this type:
May (in Prague) - unknown perpetrator drew a
swastika on the window ledge of the High Synagogue.

15
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3. 1. 3. Threats, insults,
harassment

such as: “May Israel disappear from the map of
the world. Heil Hitler.”

This category of antisemitic incidents includes any written or verbal threat (in person,
by phone, e-mail or ordinary mail) addressed to
the Jewish community or to individual members of the Jewish community or to people considered Jewish. Any spoken expression or written text threatening a specific person with an
act of violence because of their real or assumed
Jewishness is considered a threat. Expressions
that do not contain a threat of further violence
are listed as harassment or insult.

December (in Prague) - the webmaster of the
Jewish Community of Prague received a message with a sinister antisemitic flavour via a
contact form; it says, amongst other things:

3. 1. 3. 3. Incidents in 2018:
December (in Prague) - the inscription CASAPOUND ITALIA on the wall of the toilets in the
Spanish Synagogue. CasaPound is a neo-fascist
movement and political association. Many of its
members hold antisemitic and xenophobic views.

Nine such incidents were recorded in 2018. In
2018, this category involved e.g.:
January (in Prague) - the security guard in a
Prague club asked a visitor to remove her chain
with the Star of David.
March (in Zlín) - in connection with the performance of the play Furianti, the theatre in Zlín
received an anonymous hateful antisemitic
letter. It says, amongst other things:

“How come a theatre in the CR is managed
by that stinking Jewboy pig Michálek??? You
Jewish swine shall not pick on Czech folks in
Prostějov. Your play about the Yiddish cemetery in Prostějov is Jew terror which we will
not put up with here; Jewboys won’t order and
command anybody around here; Jewboys are
undesirable immigrants whose right and duty
it is to disappear immediately – either to some
other place or to be gassed!!!!!!
Every anti-Jewish pogrom was a justified
and fair act of self-defence by decent people
against Jewish terror and murder and plunder
by Jewboys!!!
Since 17 November 1989 we have come to understand what the Jewboys are and that is why we
need a pogrom to cleanse Europe of Jewish pigs!!!!!
…“13
April (in Liberec) – a man harassed a female
visitor in a bar with antisemitic statements,
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“I want you Jewboys to get out of CR!!!! Hitler
knew very well what he was doing!!!!! All those
Holocausts were your own fault and it was your
fault and that of the gippos that hundreds of
thousands of pure Czech citizens died during
the Second World War!!!!!!!! Bug off and go to Israel!!!!!!! Already in historical times, when they
used to deport you from the country, nobody
cared for your activities and usury tricks and
nobody except those on the gravy train, whose
arses you lick with your bribes, cares now for
your multicultural efforts, which only lead to
the doom of mankind! With brazen impudence
you are infiltrating the governing system of the
state and of all the states and nations where
you have had the gall to promote your Yiddish
interests and requirements that go against the
constitution and the rights of Czech citizens
and commit serious crimes and offences!!!!!!!!!
Get out!!!!!!! You are criminals, you are swine,
you are a threat, you instigate evil and hate!!!!!!!
You are like the plague, you are like bedbugs,
parasites, absolutely maladjusted, perverse
criminals!!!!!!!!“

3. 1. 4. Texts, depictions,
audio-visual
manifestations
This category includes public manifestations
of antisemitism not addressed to a specific individual, institution or Jewish property. They
involve publicly made speeches, antisemitic
graffiti, videos, pictures, commentaries and
other texts. Due to the possibility of placing
such manifestations on closed servers, private
and non-public profiles on social networks
etc., the resulting number of recorded snit-Semitic texts is probably misrepresented.

3. 1. 4. 1. Incidents in 2018:

In 2018, a total of 333 incidents falling under
this category were recorded and account for

The full text of the letter available at: http://www.ztis.cz/rubrika/z-domova/clanek/zlinske-divadlo-dostalo-kvuli-hre-o-zidovskem-hrbitove-v-prostejove-anonym-plnyantisemitskych-urazek

16

96 % of all registered incidents. Amongst many
others, they include:
January – a comment under an article published in iDNES.cz 14
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April – National Pilgrimage to the grave of Anežka Hrůzová in Polná; speech by Ladislav Malý,
chairman of National Unification (Národní sjednocení) about the “murder of Anežka Hrůzová by
the Jew Hilsner”16:

17

May (in Teplice) – antisemitic graffiti on an information board:

This is not mere envy; orthodox Judaism looks
down on Jesus and even calls Mary a slut. This
is not just about laziness; Jews have but great
disdain for all other religions and will not leave
out a single opportunity to denigrate them.
February (in Prague) – Prague Boys Anti Jude
graffiti on a wall near Radlická metro station 15

15
16

since the white race and white man is a genetically programmed “soldier” if he is commanded
by a general, and he is also a slave if he is controlled by a manager. You can read more about
this also in my new book when it is published.
That is why Jews hate generals. During military operations a loss of control over governing
processes occurs on the battlefield on the part
of the House of Zion, which is the Headquarters of the Zionist globalisation of world rule.
Although the jews written with a small “j” (Zionists) finance the army, they do not know how
to control it except at the highest priorities. The
only exception is Israel and the IDF, but that is
composed of Jews, not Zionists.
December – Facebook post:

…
There is no doubt that Anežka had been murdered by the Jew Hilsner, as the Kutná Hora
court verdict was confirmed by the Pilsen Appellate Court. It was proven that Hilsner was
the murderer – and I would like to point out that
the courts at that time were jury courts; it was
not like under the Bolsheviks when the judge
would proclaim that he “had reached a conviction” and the accused was then sent to dig uranium for ten years. The courts at that time investigated the crime carefully; the murder case
testified to a Jewish ritual murder committed
on 19-year old Anežka; the circumstantial evidence was clear…

Israel is a racist country and it was founded
after the expulsion of Palestinian Arabs by the
Jews.

December – article posted on the www.aeronet.cz
disinformation web; conspiracy theories
(see extract)17:

If you follow and listen to my programmes on
Free Radio CS, you will not be surprised by the
current vaudeville show in the UN concerning
the pacts. Prague is the centre of world Jewry
and globalization is the main instrument used
by one Jew group, the global Zionists, for whom
globalization is the road to world rule through
the means at the higher priorities of control,
the first to fifth priority. When establishing
world rule, the globalists (Zionists) avoid military conquest of countries (i.e. sixth priority
control), because during such processes power
is assume by goyim, especially in the roles of
generals and commanders, i.e. the white elite,

14
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https://www.idnes.cz/zpravy/zahranicni/nemecko-antisemitismus-migrace-imigranti.A180112_093635_zahranicni_aha/diskuse
Prague Boys Hooligans = a group of Czech football hooligans, fans of FC Sparta Praha
The whole speech: http://www.narodnisjednoceni.cz/20180407.htm

17

Whoever sends me New Year greetings this
year will receive this from me:
Hold on to your souls also in 2019!
Otherwise they will graze on them with your
help!

Full version of the article: https://aeronet.cz/news/politika-dvou-zidli-s-malym-a-velkym-z-cesko-hlasovalo-v-osn-pro-pakt-o-uprchlicich-navzdory-pondelnimvyrokum-andreje-babise-druhy-pakt-o-migraci-pry-ale-cr-opravdu-nepodepise/

18
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3. 2. ACCORDING TO TARGET
The incidents described in the preceding chapter are divided into targeted and general ones.

ANTISEMITIC INCIDENTS IN 2018
CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO TARGET

95,4 %
general

4,6 %

targeted

19
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3. 3. ACCORDING TO
IDEOLOGY
A symptomatic feature of antisemitism is that
it is not linked to a single ideology, but can issue
from any part of the political and social spectrum,
for example from the wide “non-political” public,
from both the extreme political right and extreme
political left, from followers of ultra-conservative
Catholicism as well as radical Islamists. A major ideological base of antisemitic texts in CR is
represented by various, often “pro-Kremlin” disinformation platforms. The source of an antisemitic incident can be recognised only if it can be
matched unambiguously to a certain medium or
if the author or assailant happen to claim allegiance to a certain ideology or religious extremism, and it is thus evident that they have been
motivated or influenced by extremist stances. All
remaining incidents with an ideological origin
that cannot be determined are included as Undefined (subchapter 3.3.6.).

3. 3. 1. Far right extremism
Incidents in this category occurred on the platforms of the extreme far right. The parties, groups
and individuals concerned expressed national,
racial and ethnic, they also often acted against
immigrants or the Roma. Most of them proclaim
their patriotism, some incline towards fascism
and Nazism. Antisemitic incidents originating
with the extreme far right are often based on classical antisemitic stereotypes involving a strong
element of conspiratorial thinking and may incline towards Holocaust denial.

3. 3. 1. 1. Incidents in 2018

In 2018, there were 69 reported incidents. This category includes for example the following incidents:
August – introductory collages to the cd89.cz web

ANTISEMITIC INCIDENTS IN 2018
CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO IDEOLOGY

THERE WAS NO HOLOCAUST			
Source: Federation of Jewish Communities in CR, April 2019

3. 2. 1. Targeted

3. 2. 2. General

19,9 %

far right extremism

Targeted incidents are those that aim at a specific individual or institution and attacks against
Jewish property or property perceived as connected to Jews, with the aim of symbolically
devaluing the property with antisemitic graffiti,
symbols etc.

This category includes all incidents that have no
specific target of damage or assault.

13,3 %

far left extremism

0,9 %		

islamism

2,0 %		

ultraconservative catholicism

36,3 %

disinformation platforms

27,7 %

udenfined

3. 2. 1. 1. Incidents in 2018

In 2018, there were 16 recorded targeted incidents
with an antisemitic motive.

3. 2. 2. 1. Incidents in 2018

In 2018, there were 331 recorded generally targeted incidents, which accounts for 96.4 %.

Source: Federation of Jewish Communities in CR, April 2019

DO YOU KNOW YOUR COUNCILLOR?
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October – conspiracy theory on the National
Unification web about the founding of Czechoslovakia as a plan financed by Jews:

“The former Czechoslovakia was founded because the Jews wished so and for their aims!
Unless we, as Czechs, admit that the 28 October
1918 and 17 November 1989 (when Judeo-Masonic democracy was reinstated once bolshevism withdrew tactically from circulation)
were a humiliation of the Czech and Slovak nations, we have no right to complain about the
present, which has its roots in those two dates!
Indeed, what they both have in common is the
triumph of the Jews over our nations!” 18
November – neo-Nazi demonstration in Litvínov; speech by Ladislav Malý on Freemasons
and Zionists.19
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April – new antisemitism in an article and debate20:

Israel’s shocking practice
Every day Israeli armed forces are once again
murdering mostly innocent Palestinian civilians (this time in Gaza), who demonstrate by
the local apartheid wall against brutal occupation and in support of their exiled brothers.
Now and then someone throws a rock or burning tyre, by which they are allegedly putting Israel in danger like never before.

May – claims made by Jana Ridvanová in an interview on DVTV; new antisemitism21:

21

June – manifestation of new antisemitism on the
web of the Union of Young Communists of Czechoslovakia22:

“Neither I, nor the trade union organisation of which
I have the honour of being a member, nor the Czech
class trade unions will be quiet in the silence that
sets in every time Israel commits some terrorist act,
crime against humanity, some new act of genocide.
We shall not be silent about the ethnic cleansing of
the territory of Palestine, development of illegal settlements, expulsions of the indigenous population,
bullying, aggression and killing. The case of the
most recent victim of the massacre in Gaza, a twenty-one-year-old Palestinian nurse Razan el-Najar,
shot dead by Israeli soldiers with two bullets in her
back just when she was helping a wounded person,
is as criminal and deplorable as Israel itself.“
July – comparing Israeli laws to those of the Nazis
on www.halonoviny.cz23:

“Last week the Israeli Knesset passed a curious bill.
Although the majority that passed it was very slight,
it was nevertheless a majority. Since then what applies is that Israel is `the historic home of the Jewish nation’ and it is this nation that has `the exclusive right to national self-determination’. With this
the State of Israel has surprisingly associated itself
with the laws of the Nazi Thousand-Year Reich and
with the ultranationalists or rather fascists in present-day Ukraine, who have tried, and are still trying
to enforce the same in Ukraine. “

3. 3. 3. Islamism

3. 3. 2. Far left extremism
This category includes incidents originating on
the extreme left, which in CR is associated especially with communism, the anarchist movement and activist NGOs with links to the BDS
movement. The dominant content is new antisemitism in the form of illegitimate criticism of
the State of Israel.

3. 3. 2. 1. Incidents in 2018

Israel and USA kill unarmed protesters; THEY
are the biggest terrorists, not Hamas, says Ridvanová
16.5.2018 Terrorism is when civilians are being
attacked; seen from that angle, the biggest terrorists are the Israelis, says the spokeswoman
of the Friends of Palestine Jana Ridvanová

In 2018, there were 46 reported incidents, including:

18
19
20
21

Full text of the article available at: http://www.narodnisjednoceni.cz/20181027.htm
The whole speech posted on: http://www.narodnisjednoceni.cz/20181118.htm
http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/47440374
https://video.aktualne.cz/dvtv/izrael-a-usa-zabiji-neozbrojene-demonstranty-oni-jsou-nejvet/r~4c569680591211e8a79a0cc47ab5f122/v~diskuse/?redirected=1551426386
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This category includes incidents issuing from
Islamism as a form of religious extremism. Due
to the moderate nature of the domestic Muslim community and the absence of radical Islamists, this category is very marginal. Represented here are mostly strongly hostile views
of the State of Israel, which meet the working
definition of antisemitism.

3. 3. 3. 1. Incidents in 2018

In 2018, there were altogether 3 recorded incidents falling under this category, for example:
May – posts on the Facebook profile of a Czech
convert to Islam and his comment “Death to Israel” next to a photograph:

22
23

http://www.komsomol.cz/?p=4144
http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/48030176

Taken over from Ahmed:
Most Czechs will never understand what patriotism is and will easily sell their freedom for a piece
of sausage (1938, 1968).
This was not so in the past, but that is no longer true.
They are unable to sacrifice themselves for their
people as Palestinians do day after day. They go to
protest against Zionist occupation aware that the
Zionist fascist can kill them at any time. And they
do not even have to throw stones or Molotoffs. It’s
enough to just come closer to the wall in Gaza,
which Israeli minister Benet correctly compared
to the Iron Curtain, although here it was a case of
the charm of the unintended. He only said aloud
what every intelligent person already knew.
Yes, the Zionists are behaving in the same way
as the Communists used to do in Eastern Europe
when they prevented their people from emigrating to the West and shot them down on the borders. There is of course one substantial difference.
The Palestinians want to scale the wall to get back
home, not to emigrate. That’s patriotism!!!!!!!
And actually, the Palestinians do not even have to
go to the wall, because Zionists shoot live bullets at
them in any case.
A Palestinian caricature artist was killed in the
1980s just for drawing the truth about the Palestinian-Israeli conflict.

22
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3. 3. 4. Ultraconservative
Catholicism

3. 3. 5. Disinformation
platforms

Incidents originating with proponents of ultraconservative Catholicism must be perceived as
private initiatives, often in conflict with the conclusions of the Second Vatican Council, which
diverge radically from the official position of the
Catholic Church and cannot be in any way associated with antisemitism. From the point of view
of their content, the incidents in this category are
often full of myths and stereotypical claims based
on religiously motivated hate and conspiracy theories.

A separate category involves incidents originating in the disinformation media and web pages.
These platforms pretend to fulfil the role of alternative news media; the published articles may be
based on facts, which gives them false credibility, but they contain a made up or distorted part.
“With the help of lies, half-truths, relativization
of facts and manipulation they provoke the society to support undemocratic, extremist positions
and instil in it a feeling of helplessness within
the democratic system (elections, courts).26“ The
platforms contain mainly antisemitic incidents
permeated with conspiracy theories and manifestations of antisemitism.

3. 3. 4. 1. Incidents in 2018

In 2018, there were 7 recorded incidents. This
category included for example the following incidents:
February – mendacious stereotypical claims on
the Czech web of the international Catholic platform Gloria.tv24: ¨

“Like the liberal Jew, the `ecumenic‘ Jew, too, is an
agent of Judaism and aims to protect it against
potential attacks and undermine the Catholic
Church in its teaching and ethics. “
“Catholics, do not trust the Jew; he hates you and
is just playing games. The whole dialogue of the
Second Vatican Council is a pantomime designed
to deflect your attention and destroy the Catholic
fighting spirit against Judaism. “

23

May – post on Twitter:
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October - Defamation of Israel on the Skrytapravda.cz server28:

“So, the younger people and the very young in Palestine have never experienced true freedom, have
never known the real world; on the other hand,
they are being constantly fired at by the most
modern army in the world, the Israeli army paid
for by American money. And when a boat, carrying, for instance, Christian activists is sent there,
they are chased away by Israel using arms or shot
on the spot and then paid compensation from the
money of American taxpayers. “

3. 3. 6. Unspecified
This category includes incidents whose ideological roots cannot be determined and cannot thus
be included into any of the categories above.

3. 3. 5. 1. Incidents in 2018

There were 126 recorded incidents on disinformation platforms, including:

3. 3. 6. 1. Incidents in 2018

In 2018, there were 96 recorded unspecified incidents, i.e. 27.7 %.

January – conspiracy theory and manifestation
of new antisemitism on the pages of the Protiproud magazine – article and photo collage27:

“Israel of course has an eminent interest in Arab
thrashing Arab, in both confronting Iran and so
on. Only thus will the nuclear power Israel, supported by the US, become the regional hegemon.“

The Rothschild Foundation Hanadiv has provided a grant of more than 7 million crowns to
Charles University, but the Rothschild family
had added a condition in an odd clause at the
end of the contract, which gives rise to considerable concern. The penetration of Zionist influence into the education of Czech and….

March – conspiracy theory and Holocaust denial
on the blog of a Catholic integrist25:

“… by gradually gaining control over politics, universities and especially the media, the Jews have increasingly started to control the way people think and
they use this dominance granted to them by incautious non-Jews to convince everybody that the Jews
were victims rather than the cause of the permanent
tension between them and the rest of the world.”
“The propaganda for the `Holocaust’ did not start
until after the Second Vatican Council. Prior to the
Council people still had too much common sense to
believe that twice as many Jews were annihilated
in Europe as existed there before the war.”

24
25
26
27

https://gloria.tv/article/LYvrJAGZ7dM16UEWdXNWZy8gD
http://rexcz.blogspot.com/2018/03/komentar-eleison-dlvii-trvali-nepratele.html
https://www.mvcr.cz/cthh/clanek/definice-dezinformaci-a-propagandy.aspx
http://www.protiproud.cz/politika/3560-tajny-plan-rozvraceni-iranu-soucast-priprav-na-globalni-katastrofu-vulkan-jeste-drime-elity-uz-pro-jistotu-bali-kufry-virtualnihra-o-truny-a-ozveny-staroveku-pozapomenuta-realita-ci-konspirace-kazdym-coulem.htm

28

http://www.skrytapravda.cz/domaci/1948-koncentracni-tabor-palestina-naskocil-vaclav-klaus-na-podraz-dvoraka-ze-kritika-je-z-obou-stran
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3. 4. ACCORDING TO
CONTENT
Classification according to content is based on the
working definition of antisemitism in subchapter
2.3. Hate for Jews, their institutions and religious
communities has more forms and is often a combination of several types of manifestations. Thus,
it would often be possible to include individual
incidents according to their type into more than
one category (e.g. they contain very vulgar and
stereotypical claims as well as holocaust denial
and new antisemitism). To avoid creating an artificially boosted number of incidents, only one
category – the one that dominates in any given
cases - is chosen to include the incident.

ANTISEMITIC INCIDENTS IN 2018
CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO CONTENT

3. 4. 1. Physical aggression
This category includes acts of physical aggression
the examples of which are presented in subchapter 3.1.1. Physical attacks against persons.

3. 4. 1. 1. Incidents in 2018

In 2018, there were 2 recorded incidents of physical aggression.

3. 4. 2.Threatening, approving,
justifying or calling for
physical attack
This category covers threatening or justifying,
killing and harming Jews in the name of radical
ideologies or extremist positions.

3. 4. 2. 1. Incidents in 2018

In 2018, there were 9 recorded incidents falling
under this category, for example:
June – post on Twitter:
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3. 4. 3. Mendacious,
dehumanizing,
demonizing, vulgar and
stereotypical claims and
conspiracy theories

64,3 %

mendacious, dehumanising,
		 demonising, vulgar and
		 stereotypical claims and
		 conspiracy theories

3,7 %		

new antisemitism and BDS

0,6 %		

physical aggression

We don’t want
a skin-cutter
in the Senate.

3. 4. 3. 1. Incidents in 2018

In 2018, there were 223 recorded incidents in this
category, accounting thus for 64.3 %. Of the many
examples we have chosen:
February – Contribution to a discussion on nwoo.cz29

Jewish leech wrote:
The Jew is the parasite of nations; he is the demon behind the corruption of mankind.
What to do with parasites? The only solution is
to liquidate them.
Only it is forbidden to criticise the one who in
fact rules over us!!!!!
One can curse the Czechs with impunity, it is
most welcome to curse the Russians as much
as possible, but one is not allowed to utter a single bad word against the fucking, thievish Jew.
It’s the same with the Jews as killing rats and
other vermin; out of a hundred, one escapes
and within a year you have twice as many and
that is why when it comes to parasites, we have
to be consistent and uncompromising to the
greatest possible degree.

September (in Prague) – antisemitic attack on a
public figure accompanied by threat of violence.
„It bugs me that you are a Jew; it bugs me that
you are different, you jerk… // …This is Czechia…
// You’re staring at me with those eyes; I’ll poke
them out… “

denial of the fact, scope and
		 mechanism of the holocaust

28,8 %

April – Facebook post:

Incidents when mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, vulgar and stereotypical claims are made
about Jews as individuals or Jews collectively. They
include frequent dissemination of conspiracy theories about the myth of world Jewry, their control of
the media, economy, governments and other public
institutions and accusation of Jews that give priority to the putative global Jewry over the interests of
the states of which they are citizens.

It’s good that Jewboys are beginning to be liquidated again.

Source: Federation of Jewish Communities in CR, April 2019
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2,6 %		

threatening, approving,
		 justifying or calling for
		 physical attack

29
30

October - at the University of Finance and Administration a subject titled Secret Societies was
taught; the lecture cycle plan was to contain a
lecture on the Elders of Zion. According to a statement by the leadership of the university, this was a
misunderstanding and the lecture was cancelled30

The Elders of Zion. In a rough outline, The Protocols of the Elders of Zion are an expression of
the programme of the Jewry, which simultaneously indicates the plan and means of destroying all non-Jewish peoples and states without
exception. It provides a guide to what Jewry
must do to build its global domain on the ruins
of those states. The dispute over the authenticity of the Protocols is currently pointless, because their programme is being implemented
step by step and according to Jewish opinion is
approaching completion.
Annotation for the Elders of Zion lecture, part of
the Secret Societies subject, from the original version of the syllabus.

The discussion at: http://www.nwoo.org/2018/02/27/vyjadreni-timbora-rostase-k-policejni-razii-kvuli-udajnemu-antisemitismu-a-vyzva-k-boji-proti-umlcovani/
Original syllabus, p. 14, available at: http://manipulatori.cz/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/document.pdf
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3. 4. 4. Denial of the fact, scope
and mechanism of the
Holocaust
The incidents in this category contain the denial
of the fact, scope and mechanism of the intentional genocide if the Jewish people perpetrated
by national-socialist Germany and its supporters
and accomplices during the Second World War.
For example, denial of the existence of gas chambers, relativizing the number of Jewish victims
and accusing Jews, both individuals and Israel as
the Jewish state, of having made up or of exaggerating the Holocaust.

3. 4. 4. 1. Incidents in 2018

In 2018, there were 13 recorded incidents. This
category includes, for example:
January – Post on Instagram:
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February – Post on Twitter:

…at least they’ve got something to profit from
until this day. They had been stood up by the
Jews themselves. The rich ones bought their
way out and possibly also informed on others
who were not so rich. They didn’t want to save
them and now they pretend to be the ones who
had suffered most.

In 2018, there were altogether 100 recorded incidents, i.e. 28.8 %. Some examples are:

It was right that the boat was sent to the bottom. Not sorry for the fucking Germans during
WWII. The ones who suffered most were the
people of the Soviet Union. They were no fucking Jews who got what they deserved. Start
writing how it really was.

“Where does the figure `six million’ come from?
There is a list of western books, newspapers and
magazines published between 1900 and 1945,
which give the number of the victims of a future holocaust as 6 million. This list contains 246
sources. It was thus long before the actual fact of
the Holocaust that 243 books, newspapers and
magazines estimated that the number of its victims would be 6 million people! “

ON 27 JANUARY 1945 THE RED ARMY LIBERATED THE AUSCHWITZ CONCENTRATION
CAMP

3.4.5.1. Incidents in 2018

3. 4. 5. New antisemitism and
BDS

May – manifestation of new antisemitism – article and photocollage on the pages of Protiproud
magazine32:

https://ceskoaktualne.cz/2018/08/zpravy-k-zamysleni/holokaust-byznys-popelu-2/

November – new antisemitism in an article and
accompanying discussion on Halonoviny.c33:

It is not with Muslims, but with Israeli administrations, which deal with Muslims as with an
inferior species and treat them (especially the
Palestinians) worse than the chicken in their
own rendering plants, that it is possible to live
in peace. It is purely and simply Tel Aviv (as is
easy to prove) that is rejecting a peaceful resolution of the Middle East crisis and placing
obstacles in its way. To speak of Israel as a democracy is absurd! You will find more about the
genocide and Holocaust turned inside out and
carried out on Palestinian territories by the occupiers from Israel on the web of the Czech Republic International Solidarity Movement.

„The bestial murdering of unarmed Palestinians
at the borders of Israel and a concurrent celebration a couple of dozen kilometres away on the occasion of the inauguration of the new US embassy in Jerusalem – these are two offshoots of the
same poisonous bush.” “As Palestinian terrorism
was born out of the mad decision to create a Jewish state in Palestine after the war and expulse
the Palestinians from there, so global `Muslim terrorism’ gave birth to the greatest hoax in modern
history – September 11 in New York.”

This category includes incidents that deny the
right of the Jewish people to self-determination;
to Israel they apply standards of conduct that are
not applied to any other democratic state and
they blame Jews collectively for the actions of the
State of Israel. They include, for instance, claims
that the existence of the State of Israel is based
on racism; they compare the current actions and
policy of the State of Israel to those of the Nazis
and compare Palestinian refugee camps to concentration camps.

32
31
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April (in Teplice) – an anonymous culprit wrote
the following sentences on the pavement in the
Teplice Chateau Garden: “Jews, give Palestine
back to the Palestinian Arabs” and “The Jews
stole the Palestinians’ home.”

August – polemic about the number of victims,
leading to Holocaust denial on the pages of the
`alternative’ news server Česko aktuálně31:

TODAY IS INTERNATIONAL HOLOCAUST REMEMBRANCE DAY

27

33

http://www.protiproud.cz/politika/3789-vrazdeni-v-gaze-krvavy-vykricnik-zapadniho-pokrytectvi-prezident-zeman-na-jedne-lodi-s-kavarnou-bestialni-popravaneozbrojenych-nikomu-nevadi-proc-mlci-i-rusko-souhlasem-jsme-udelali-krok-do-tmy.htm
http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/48931925
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3. 5. ACCORDING TO MEDIUM

29

January (in Prague) – an unknown perpetrator
sprayed a wall at Kotlářka with slogans typical of
football antisemitism “Sparta = the real Jewish club”.
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3. 5. 3. Letters and e-mails
Letters and e-mails with an antisemitic content
addressed to individuals or institutions.

3. 5. 3. 1. Incidents in 2018

ANTISEMITIC INCIDENTS IN 2018

In 2018, there were 6 such e-mails and letters recorded.

CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO MEDIA

3. 5. 4. Printed media
92,8 %
internet

1,4 %

September (in Prague) – First Republic Day in
Žižkov; a scene underlining antisemitic stereotypes in the society.

personal
confrontation 		
and interaction

public space

1,7 %

letters and
e-mails

printed media

Source: Federation of Jewish Communities in CR, April 2019

3. 5. 1. Personal confrontation
and interaction
This category includes incidents reported by victims that happened during direct personal confrontation or interaction. They include physical
and verbal assaults and threats, vulgar insults
and insults with an antisemitic motive.

3. 5. 1. 1. Incidents in 2018

In 2018, there were 5 recorded incidents that occurred during personal confrontation or interaction, accounting for 1.4 %.

3. 5. 2. Public space
Incidents occurring in the public space which did not
occur in direct confrontation with individuals from the
ranks of members of the Jewish community or with
individuals believed to be Jews, but were designed for
the public at large. This category thus contains e.g.
public speeches during demonstrations, lectures and
antisemitic graffiti.

3. 5. 2. 1. Incidents in 2018

In 2018, there were 12 recorded, for example:

3. 5. 4. 1. Incidents in 2018

In 2018, two press articles were recorded:
May – Stalin’s Greatest Mistake – an article in the
printed version of Lidové noviny of 16 May 2018
– an expression of new antisemitism where the
author writes amongst other things:

3,5 %

0,6 %

Compared to the internet, the press is not the
main source of texts with an antisemitic subtext,
nevertheless isolated articles are sometimes published.

Photo: Facebook of the Prague 3 municipal authority

November (in Prague) – antisemitic poster on a
lamp post near Pinkas Synagogue

“Seventy years later it is necessary to ask whether
we should not be actually ashamed for our support of the foundation of the Jewish state. It was
with our help that a militant state, which is destabilising the whole region, was born. A state which
even after seventy years of its existence has not
been able to find a modus vivendi with its nearest neighbours. A state which does not hesitate
to shoot some sixty unarmed protesters including children only because they have been trying
to get through an arbitrarily erected barbed wire
fence.“
May - Euro no. 21/2018; the article Hamas Has
Won the PR Battle – an expression of new antisemitism. Amongst other things, it says:

“One of the forerunners of BDS was the New Zealand singer Lorde, who cancelled a planned concert in Tel Aviv. Although Israeli soldiers did not
succeed in shooting a larger number of Arabs, the
live fire on Monday did result in a tangible plus.”
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3. 5. 5. Internet

April - paragraphos.cz34

The internet environment is currently the main
playfield of antisemitic incidents. There has been
a long-term rise in the number of published antisemitic articles, social network posts, anonymous comments and discussion contributions on
the Czech internet. It is very probable that the real
number of antisemitic incidents on the internet
in 2018 has been much higher than the recorded
number.

ANTISEMITIC INCIDENTS IN 2018
CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO MEDIA;
INTERNET

49,1 %
articles

31,4 %

posted comments
on articles

3,1 %
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September – novarepublika.cz35

Anonymous
Well, the lesson is that officially everyone’s
equal, but Jews are more equal than others!
There may be freedom of speech, but it is not
allowed to criticize Jews… Just for the sake of
completeness I would like to add that the laws
applied to sentence ABB had been proposed
and pushed through in the chamber by one J
Payne, originally of ODS, currently Party of Free
Citizens (Svobodní). And a riddle at the end:
Guess the ethnicity of this Mr. Payne. How did
we get here? … ☹

Anonymous 13 September 2018 11:46
The fact that Israel had tried by all possible
means to bring down the legitimate government headed by president Asad in Syria has
been very clear to everybody ever since the
conflict started. And not only that. Everybody knows that Israel has been taking direct part in the plunder of oil from Syrian
territory and that together with Turkey. The
terrorists who needed medical care requiring hospital treatment had this taken care of
in Israel.

16,5 %

social networks

Source: Federation of Jewish Communities in CR, April 2019

3. 5. 5. 1. Articles

The articles concerned were published on internet media web pages and the webs of individuals
as well as of monitored organisations.
3. 5. 5. 1. 1. Incidents in 2018
In 2018, there were 158 recorded antisemitic articles.

Answer
Anonymous 14. September 2018 6:08

3. 5. 5. 2. Posted comments on articles

They horned in on the Egyptian coup; touted gas that was being sent backwards and
forwards and they stick their nose into
everything, fraud everywhere with Jews in
all the banks. They won the Six-Day War only
thanks to that dwarf in Jordan, who personally warned them against the invasion by
the Arabs (he flew to Israel in a fighter jet in
person and spilled it all out). Otherwise this
endless cock-up would no longer be here
and everything would be in order [the rest
incoherent]

Comments on articles, which on their own may or
need not be antisemitic, form a separate category.
Most news servers in CR monitor their discussion
platforms and, if need be, remove any offensive,
vulgar and xenophobic contributions immediately; the recorded posted antisemitic comments
originate especially on disinformation webs and
other monitored web pages.
3. 5. 5. 2. 1. Incidents in 2018
In 2018, there were 101 recorded incidents, for example:

35
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Discussion of the article: https://paragraphos.pecina.cz/?view=article&id=2583

October - info.cz36

He’s right. I am a leftist and anti-Semite.
What I don’t like about Jews is that they
have these queer customs, which are at odds
with our own customs based on Christian
foundations. We ask the Gipsies to adapt to
the majority society. Why not the Jews?

audio and video
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38

3. 5. 5. 3. Audio and video

Posts published on internet radios and videos
with an antisemitic content, published on the internet.
3. 5. 5. 3. 1. Incidents in 2018
In 2018, there were 10 audio visual posts recorded
on the internet, for example:
January – Czech channel of White Resistance –
a video with the recording of a lecture in which
Jews are referred to as the most depraved people
on earth.37
October – radio interview with Pavel Petkov including the conspiracy theory about Jewish illuminati.38

3. 5. 5. 4. Social networks

This category includes antisemitic posts on social networks. Despite the effort to regulate and
suppress hate, social networks still provide disseminators of antisemitic and other hateful manifestations with an adequate feeling of safety and
impunity.
3. 5. 5. 4. 1. Incidents in 2018
In 2018, there were 53 recorded contributions falling under this category. Besides those mentioned
above, they included, for example:

Posted comments on the article: http://www.novarepublika.cz/2018/09/izraelska-armada-se-priznala-k-podpore.html
Posted comments on the article: https://www.info.cz/svet/levicaci-jsou-antisemite-a-skryvaji-se-za-humanismus-rika-spisovatel-tuvia-tenenbom-36817.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AGe4_tDDGeM&bpctr=1551486461
https://www.svobodny-vysilac.cz/2018-10-16-historie-na-ruby-host-pavel-44-108-min/
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February – Facebook post:

I don’t need an electronic currency … the banking mafia is anyhow trying to abolish cash to
make everything electronic to be able to hold
people better by the balls … internet cryptocurrencies – ok, trade on, I don’t care … none of your
profit you bastard … you’d better start thinking
what to do once they abolish cash 🙂  and  all  of  us 
become slaves of the banks … after all maybe
this is the way the jewboys plan their rule over
all the goyims … a goyim = underperson, a person who is not a son of god like the jews…
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April – Twitter post:
In a normal country that person would be
accused of high treason and charged as he
has evidently defended the interests of another country and a different nation than
Slovakia and the Slovaks, but since he is defending the interests of the “Chosen” nation,
everything is ok. Israel is the most racist
state on earth, one big concentration camp
for the indigenous population; it breaches
everything than can be breached, but it is
fine in their case, because of the Holocaust
– and if you don’t like it, you are a disgusting anti-Semite… This is yet another attempt
to make Jews an even more superior nation,
which it is forbidden to criticize in any way
and which can terrorize and murder at random. The first level was the criminalization
of Holocaust denial, implemented in this
country in 2000 at the proposal of parliamentary deputies of Jewish descent (Payne
and Benda), and now comes the next round
… The law targeted against all who have
doubts about the traditional version of the
Holocaust, as presented by the victors of
WWII and the entire mainstream is also absurd, it also supresses freedom of expression
and is also aimed against the populations of
the countries where it is effective, and yet it
was passed; on top of that, most of the goyim
applauded…

Terrorist America and the fucking Mossad
Jews who had not been gassed are behind
everything. Another unfounded claim by the
fuckers around the Americans. Let’s kill Americans anywhere in the world.
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October – Facebook post:

1918 – 2018: 100 years of servitude of the Czechs and
Slovaks / Imprisoned, impoverished and enslaved
October – Twitter post:

June – Instagram post:

think that what is more shocking is that Israel
is sprawling over the territory of Palestine, the
Jewboys play hurt and the queers spur the Masonic Jewboys on. On the other hand, … maybe
not so shocking when the side-locked swine do
the same thing openly and are even proud of it
December – Facebook post:

April – Facebook post:
March – Facebook post:
Israel uncovered

The Palestinians will also never forget the Jewish crimes. Moreover, Jewish Israel is behaving
in the Middle East in the same way as Nazi
Germany in Europe. Whenever it feels like it, it
attacks another state. Israel is a terrorist state.

… funny little map top right this is not what
Israel looks like in reality due to the continuing occupation of Palestine. Israel is controlled
mainly by racist Zionists who the world allows
anything, because otherwise there would be a
weeping about the Holocaust 80 years ago and
then we have to keep our mouths shut.
Hanukkah is coming. Ho, ho, ho, Holocaust.
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The FJC Report brings data on manifestations of antisemitism in CR, thus focusing in the first place on
domestic events and social climate. However, antisemitic incidents sometimes reflect events abroad,
react to news in the media and can thus become a
part of global calls and action. With view to CR membership of the European Union and NATO, to global
threats and the interconnection of the media and the
internet, the European and global context, too, cannot be omitted.

4. 1. CZECH REPUBLIC
Antisemitic violence and discrimination continue
to be rare in the Czech Republic and from this point
of view CR still continues to be a safe country, also
when compared to other EU states (see chapter 5.
Europe and the world. The rise of antisemitic moods
is evident here, the same as elsewhere in the world,
especially in the internet environment where for
some time now there has been a rise in the number
of published antisemitic articles, posts on social networks, anonymous comments and discussion contributions.
Domestic manifestations of antisemitism gave been
formed also by certain events abroad, especially all
the stages of the move of the American embassy
from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem and the consequent unrest in the Gaza Strip. Thus, an increased number of
antisemitic incidents was recorded in the period between the second half of May and mid-June.

MAJOR EVENTS
AND TRENDS IN
THE AREA OF
ANTISEMITISM
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long-term activities may incite individuals or groups
to expressions of intolerance or hate towards groups
of people who are different.40

4. 1. 1. 1. Xenophobic populist political
parties
Last year, themes symptomatic of the far right were
exploited most effectively by the SPD – Freedom and
Direct Democracy (SPD – Svoboda a přímá demokracie) movement.41

Controversial statements made by SPD members
were the subject of a police investigation in 2018.
Jaroslav Staník, former SPD secretary, was charged
by the police for his statement that “Jews, homosexuals and gipsies should be sent to a gas chamber“.
Other statements that gave rise to much resentment
on the part of representatives of ethnic minorities,
Holocaust survivors and public personalities were
also statements made by several members of the
Chamber of Deputies from the SPD movement, including its chairman Tomio Okamura, concerning
the concentration camp in Lety near Písek. The Police of CR (PCR) initiated criminal litigation due to
suspicion of the commitment of the criminal act of
denying, questioning, approving and justifying genocide.42

4. 1. 1. 2. Traditional far-right entities

4. 1. 1. The right and the far right

Both major traditional far-right parties, i.e. the Workers’ Party of Social Justice (Dělnická strana sociální
spravedlnosti, DSSS) and the National Democracy
(ND), were more passive in their manifestations in
2018 than in the past.43

The far-right movement in CR remains very much
split and is marked by its characteristic inability to
unite for organising larger actions and demonstrations. The younger extremists express themselves
mainly on the internet, where most of the activities
of the extremists have moved.39

One of the candidates in the 2018 presidential elections was Petr Hannig, who had ND support. The
appointed spokesman of his campaign was the convicted ND chairman Adam B. Bartoš, who participated in one of the pre-election debates in this role.44

From a long-term point of view there is the simultaneous persistence of the incompetence of the far
right to address and mobilise the general public.
Rather than inclining towards extremist entities, the
general public indicates support for markedly populist entities that actively speak out against certain
groups of people on the basis of their real or perceived
racial or ethnic origin, religious faith and political
convictions. Although it is tricky for various reasons
to label such entities as extremist movements, their

Also, the ND, in collaboration with the National Unification (Národní sjednocení, NS), in April organised
the earlier mentioned traditional pilgrimage to the
grave of Anežka Hrůzová in Polná. The speech presented here by NS chairman Ladislav Malý claimed
that: “There is no doubt that Anežka was murdered
by the Jew Hilsner…/…The liberals, neo-Marxists,
do-gooders and the like have their Holocausts,
Terezíns, pigsties in Lety where they organise annual ritual festivals for their victims.“45 On his web page,
L. Malý publishes texts with anti-Semite undertones

The fact that violence has moved from the streets to social networks has been confirmed by Vojtěch Motyka, head of the anti-extremist department of the Regional Police
Dept. of the Capital Prague: https://www.idnes.cz/zpravy/domaci/motyka-policie-extremismus-protiextremisticke-oddeleni-dzihad.A181012_104424_domaci_kuce
The issue of extremist movements is dealt with also by the National Centre against Organised Crime in its Annual Report. Unlike the quarterly reports of the Ministry of the
Interior of CR, the NCOC report does not mention any movement or political party by name; it opts for more general reference to “markedly populist entities”: https://www.
policie.cz/clanek/vyhodnoceni-cinnosti-zprava-o-cinnosti-ncoz.aspx
41
Based on the quarterly reports of the MI CR: https://www.mvcr.cz/clanek/ctvrtletni-zpravy-o-extremismu-odboru-bezpecnostni-politiky-mv.aspx
42
In October, all the filed criminal complaints were suspended, including one filed by the surviving kin of the Roma victims of the camp. https://www.idnes.cz/zpravy/
domaci/tomio-okamura-spd-miloslav-rozner-tabor-lety-u-pisku-trestni-stihani-odlozeno.A181016_094654_domaci_hm1
43
It follows from the MI quarterly reports on extremism that the traditional extremist parties have lost their earlier security relevance; they have been currently replaced by
hate-spreading entities that confine their commenting of current affairs to the internet.
44
https://tv.idnes.cz/debata-mluvcich-prezident-kandidat-cesko-domaci-politika-volby-pvl-/domaci.aspx?idvideo=V180105_104238_zpravodaj_jaha
45
http://www.narodnisjednoceni.cz/20180407.htm
39

40
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mixed with conspiracy theories46. His speech at the
DSSS meeting in Litvínov in November was carried
a similar spirit, mentioning “Zionists and their effort
to manipulate certain groups and introduce a New
World Order.“ 47
In reaction to an inter-ethnic incident at the swimming pool in Dubí,48 the DSSS organised a protest action in August in the same place. Approximately 100
persons took part with 11 of them being charged by
the police in this context (for wearing neo-Nazi symbols, giving the Nazi salute, assaulting a journalist
and other persons). In 2018, a DSSS delegation also
participated in foreign international events organised by far-right entities.49
The Constitutional Court rejected the complaint of
ND chairman Adam B. Bartoš in the case of the antisemitic inscription on the grave of Anežka Hrůzová v
Polná and confirmed the rulings of the lower courts.
Adam B. Bartoš was finally sentenced to one year
in jail with a two-year suspension of the custodial
sentence.50 He was sentenced by the court to a further two years with a three-year suspension of the
custodial sentence for the publication of anti-Jewish
books, articles and comments and for anti-Jewish,
anti-migrant and anti-Islamic speeches.51
On the other hand, after a trial dragging out for almost ten-years, the prosecution of eight leading
members of the neo-Nazi movement National Resistance (Národní odpor, NO) suspected of promoting
Nazism was stopped. According to the judge of the
Prague 1 District Court, what the movement was doing was merely promoting the ideas of nationalism
and national socialism and could not be accused of
promoting a hateful ideology only because of “occasional excesses” and a couple of “extempore”; she actually compared the neo-Nazis to Milada Horáková.52
The reasoning for stopping the prosecution was criticised by the civil society.53
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mentation.55 Left-wing activities and comments regarding the Jewish community were based mainly
on criticising Israel, and that not only in the context
of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The common denominator of both the Czech and the foreign scene is
their support for the BDS movement.56
The terminology of the far-left narrative makes frequent use of words such as apartheid, occupation,
aggressor, Zionism/Zionists. The communist section quite often complements the fundamental ideological dichotomy of “capitalism - imperialism” with
conspiracy theories about the world being ruled by
Jewish imperialists; in Central Europe it is George
Soros, who has become the prototype of such a “Jew
imperialist”.57
The collocation “the Zionist state Israel” appears
with a negative connotation in the proclamation of
the 13th Congress of the Communist Union of Youth
(Komunistický svaz mládeže, KSM).58 A markedly
anti-Zionist position is evident also in the content of
the KSM web. ”Zionism was, is and will be a perverse
racist ideology, an ideology of the supremacy of one
entity and of ethnic cleansing. The statements made
by Israeli representatives are of the same blood group
as the statements of Nazi bosses.” 59
During the last year, the local branch of the International Solidarity Movement – ISM Czech Republic,
and the Initiative for a Just Peace in the Middle East
platform have organised several demonstrations
and protest actions. At one such demonstration the
State of Israel was described in one of the speeches
as one of the bloodiest 21st century dictatorships,
which used military means to enforce a situation
reminiscent of the South African Apartheid.

The ultra-far-right National Renaissance (Národní
obroda) association, a grouping surrounding the person
of Pavel Matějný, a well-known neo-Nazi who had been
active in the past, became an official political movement in February 201854; its congress took place in April.

4.1.2. The left and far-left
Last year the far-left scene, the same as the right
scene, struggled because of its considerable frag46
47
48

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

Source: Haló noviny, http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/
view/47635047, 16. 5. 2018

L. Malý’s posts contain for example mention of the goyim having swallowed the bait in the form of the democracy project thrown to them by Jewish intellectuals: http://www.narodnisjednoceni.cz/20180815.htm
http://www.narodnisjednoceni.cz/20181118.htm
A brawl occurred at an outdoor swimming pool in North Bohemian Dubí after a quarrel between mothers by the paddling pool. A group of Roma men then reportedly beat up a young man who had stood up for one
of the women: https://www.ceskenoviny.cz/zpravy/policie-vysetruje-napadeni-v-dubi-zatim-obvinila-jednu-zenu/1651092
Including also the German Europakongress organized by the youth organisation of the neo-Nazi Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands (NPD).
https://www.ceskenoviny.cz/zpravy/bartos-neuspel-se-stiznosti-za-napis-v-polne-dostal-podminku/1700526
https://www.lidovky.cz/domov/soud-potvrdil-bartosovi-podminku-za-protizidovske-texty-a-projevy.A181101_144014_ln_domov_ssu
The public prosecutor filed a complaint against this decision: https://www.novinky.cz/krimi/482858-soudkyne-osvobodila-neonacisty-pry-jsou-jako-milada-horakova.html
E.g.: http://www.romea.cz/cz/zpravodajstvi/domaci/soudkyne-ktera-osvobodila-osm-neonacistu-hovori-v-usneseni-o-holocaustu-jako-o-prehmatu-kritizuje-pravnicka-kalibova
https://aplikace.mvcr.cz/seznam-politickych-stran/Vypis_Rejstrik.aspx?id=512. Information on the registration of this grouping was published also in the 2nd Quarterly Report on Extremism drafted by the MI security policy department.

This follows from the quarterly reports on extremism of the MI security policy department. All the quarterly reports available at: https://www.mvcr.cz/clanek/ctvrtletni-zpravy-o-extremismu-odboru-bezpecnostni-politiky mv.aspx

The BDS (Boycott Sanctions Divestment) movement is a global campaign aimed at increasing economic and political pressure on Israel. See chapter 5. Europe and the world.
For more details see chapter 5. Europe and the world
Inter alia, they attribute to Israel the role of one of the imperialist aggressors who use thousands of armed extremist mercenaries as a means of destroying and devastating the earth: http://www.ksm.cz/images/mp042018A4cb.pdf
Quoted from the declaration of the Trade Union Association of Bohemia, Moravia and Silesia, available at: http://www.komsomol.cz/?p=4144¨
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4.1.3. Disinformation and
manipulative webs
From the results of a study by the think-tank Globsec
it follows that compared to their nearest post-communist neighbours the Czechs are more resistant
to disinformation (for instance pro-Kremlin propaganda) and widespread conspiracy theories. For
example, in the CR 25 % of respondents agreed with
the statement that “Jews rule the world” and “Jews
secretly control governments and institutions”
while in neighbouring Slovakia it was 52 %).60
Despite the outcome of the mentioned study it
is necessary to state that disinformation media
and especially web pages have a long tradition in
Czechia and their number is not neglectable.61 These
media try to give the impression of being a complementary or “uncensored” source of information but
in reality they spread half-truths, disinformation
and hate-inciting speeches. Most of the monitored
disinformation webs have shared antisemitic content during the last year (see subchapter Disinformation platforms 3.3.5).

4.1.4. Other significant media
cases
In connection with the February staging of the play
Furianti, which reacted to relatively recent events
concerning the Jewish cemetery in Prostějov, the
Municipal Theatre in Zlín received an anonymous
letter which said, amongst other things: “Your play
about the Yid cemetery in Prostějov is Jewish terror,
which we will not tolerate…/…Yids are unwelcome
immigrants here and have the right and duty to
disappear immediately by leaving or going straight
into the gas!!!!!!“ 62
During a fun afternoon in Žižkov, organised in the
autumn as a part of the celebrations of the 100th
anniversary of the foundation of Czechoslovakia,
one of the acted scenes contained the stereotypical character of the Jewish usurer Rosenkranz.
Representatives of the Prague 3 Municipal Authority rebutted the accusation that this was a manifestation of antisemitism, but the scene aroused
emotions and a wave of criticism on social networks. The incident was reported also by the foreign media and was included by the Coordination
Forum for Fighting Antisemitism on its list of antisemitic incidents.63

Photo: Facebook of the Prague 3 Municipal Authority

In September 2018 the public broadcaster Czech
Television presented on its Déčko channel for children a report titled Schoolchildren in Palestine in
which the State of Israel was referred to as the occupier of Palestinian territories. The editors gave
the Gaza Strip as an example: “We will now have a
look at present-day schools in the Palestinian territory occupied by Israel. Their pupils are afraid
there will be no one to teach them. Money for the
education system has been donated so far by the
wealthier western countries and allocated by the
United Nations Organization. This year, however,
the United States did not send any money. Thus,
money is now lacking in the Palestinian school
system. There will be one hundred thousand children going to school in the Gaza Strip.“64 The report also contained a statement by a Palestinian
schoolgirl from the Gaza Strip: “Families cannot
afford to buy the things their children need for
school, books and clothes. In spite of this we want
to achieve the best possible results to be able to
face the occupation. “ When the media became
interested in this case, Czech TV withdrew the
episode concerned from the online broadcasting
of its Zprávičky (News for Children) programme.65

4.1.5. Publishing activity
In 2018, two books with an antisemitic content
were published in CR – both by the far-right
publisher Guidemedia etc.66 The relatively small
number of schematically anti-Semite publications may have a causal connection to the simultaneously running lawsuit against one of the
most active publishers, Adam B. Bartoš, who was
convicted last year for hateful ani-Jewish texts.
Book titles with an antisemitic content published
by Guidemedia etc.:
Title

Autor

Year of issue

Golem, metla Čechů Walter Jacobi

2018

Zweites Buch

2018

Adolf Hitler

https://www.globsec.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/GLOBSEC-Trends-2018.pdf
List of disinformation and manipulative webs published in 2016 by the European Values (Evropské hodnoty) think tankhttps://www.evropskehodnoty.cz/fungovaniceskych-dezinformacnich-webu/weby_list/.
62
Full
wording
of
the
letter:
http://www.ztis.cz/rubrika/z-domova/clanek/zlinske-divadlo-dostalo-kvuli-hre-o-zidovskem-hrbitove-v-prostejove-anonym-plnyantisemitskych-urazek.
63
http://www.ztis.cz/rubrika/z-domova/clanek/postavicka-zida-.na-prvorepublikovem-dni-vyvolala-na-socialnich-sitich-vlnu-kritiky. Description of the incident as
recorded on the international list of manifestations of antisemitism: https://antisemitism.org.il/132340
64
In 2005 Israel withdrew unilaterally from the Gaza Strip and the region is now under the control of HAMAS (Islamic Resistance Movement).
65
The report is available, for example, at: https://www.reflex.cz/clanek/komentare/89856/al-dzazira-z-kavcich-hor-na-decku-vtloukaji-detem-do-hlavy-nesmyslnouprotiizraelskou-propagandu.html
66
Monitoring focuses on the titles of far-right publishers, not on standard and established publishing houses. It cannot be excluded that the actual number of newly published
books with an antisemitic content is actually higher.
60
61
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4.1.6. Manifestations of
antisemitism in CR Police
statistics

People (Section 355 of the Penal Code)68 in 2018, 1
offence had an antisemitic motive or subtext.
Of the total number of 25 recorded offences of Instigation of Hatred towards a Group of People or of
Suppression their Rights and Freedoms (Section
356 of the Penal Code) in 2018, 3 offences had an
antisemitic motive or subtext.

Data concerning antisemitism were provided also
in the comprehensive statistical survey of crime
in 2018 compiled by the CR Police.67 To process
statistical data the Police uses “tactical-statistical
classification” (TSC) containing its own codes for
individual offences and their combinations and
for the inclusion of criminal acts into groups under
specific labels.

Of the total number of 78 registered acts according
to sections 400, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405 of the Penal
Code in 2018, 13 offences had an antisemitic motive or subtext.

Of the total number of 36 recorded offences of Defamation of Nation, Race, Ethnic or other Group of
TSK

In the case of all three categories it must be pointed out that most hate offences remain unreported.
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5.

Total number of registered of- Registered offences with an antifences in 2018 according to TSC semitic motive or subtext in 2018

Defamation of Nation, Race,
Ethnic or other Group of People
(Section 355 of the Penal Code)

36

1

Instigation of Hatred towards a
Group of People or of Suppression their Rights and Freedoms
(Section 356 of the Penal Code)

25

3

Section 400 Genocide; Section 401
Attack against Humanity; Section
402 Apartheid and Discrimination
against Groups of People; Section
403 Founding, Support and Promotion of a Movement Aimed at
Suppression of Human Rights and
Freedoms; Section 404 Expressing
Sympathies for Movements Seeking to Suppress Human Rights and
Freedoms; Section 405 Denial, Impugnation, Approval and Justification of Genocide

78

13

Source: Police Presidium of the Czech Republic

As far as court cases and filed complaints are concerned, in January 2018 the District Court in Prostějov gave Aleš Rozsíval a suspended sentence,
ordered him to pay compensation amounting to
several thousand crowns and placed him under
the supervision of a probation officer for posting
racist threats on social media. Rozsíval’s hateful
posts and threats were aimed at the Banga broth-

ers69 and at Jews in connection with the rehabilitation of the Jewish cemetery in Prostějov.70
FJC recorded 3 filed charges concerning manifestations of antisemitism and 3 charges filed in
2018 by individuals and Jewish institutions.

The total number of registered acts according to TSC is available at: https://www.policie.cz/clanek/statisticke-prehledy-kriminality-za-rok-2018.aspx. Details on the
number of registered acts with an antisemitic motive or subtext was provided on request by the Police Presidium of the Czech Republic.
Section 400 Genocide; Section 401 Attack against Humanity; Section 402 Apartheid and Discrimination against Groups of People; Section 403 Founding, Support and
Promotion of a Movement Aimed at Suppression of Human Rights and Freedoms; Section 404 Expressing Sympathies for Movements Seeking to Suppress Human Rights
and Freedoms; Section 405 Denial, Impugnation, Approval and Justification of Genocide
69
The accused threatened Radek Banga with death by a “gas shower” or uranium mines. His brother, the journalist and blogger Patrik Banga, also became a target of online
threats and intimidation: http://www.romea.cz/cz/zpravodajstvi/klara-kalibova-spravedlnost-za-nenavist-na-internetu
70
https://olomouc.rozhlas.cz/muz-z-prostejova-dostal-za-rasisticke-vyhruzky-na-internetu-podminku-poskozenym-6669854
67

68

EUROPE
AND THE WORLD
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The number of recorded antisemitic incidents
and violent attacks motivated by antisemitism
aimed at Jews has been rising in recent years.71
It is estimated that in spite of this 80 to 90% of all
antisemitic incidents remain unreported.
The most tragic antisemitic event last year was
the attack on the synagogue in Pittsburgh. On October 27, Robert Bowers stormed into a synagogue
full of people participating in the Sabbath service
and, screaming “All Jews must die”, shot 11 people
and wounded 11 others. Bowers proclaimed his allegiance to far-right neo-Nazi groups, believed in
the supremacy of the white race and used social
media to post antisemitic threats.72
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More disturbing information points to a rise in
violent incidents with an antisemitic motive. In
March 2018, an 85-year old Holocaust survivor was
murdered in her flat by being stabbed 11 times.74 In
January, for example, an 8-year old boy was beaten on his way to school for wearing a kippah, in
March a 14-year old boy was attacked on his way
from the synagogue.75 According to the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) NGO, the average number
of antisemitic attacks against Jews in France was
two in a week.76 The Jewish population in Germany, on the other hand, faces a growing number
of antisemitic incidents in schools;77 another case
that received wide media coverage was the Berlin
attack in April against youths wearing kippahs,
who recorded the offensive language and beating
with a belt on a mobile phone.78 According to police statistics, 24 violent incidents were recorded
in Berlin alone in 2018, compared to seven in the
preceding year.79
The available surveys as well as police statistics
show that antisemitic attacks are being committed by perpetrators belonging to the majority society as well as from minorities, who come from
all social strata. Typical manifestations of new
antisemitism have their origin in radical Islam, in
the radical far-left and the movement supporting
the boycott of Israel - BDS.80

Source: Hillary Swift/ The New York Times

In December 2018, the European Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA) published the results of an
extensive survey from which it followed, amongst
other things, that European Jews perceive antisemitism as one of the largest social and political
issues of the country in which they were living
and 89 % of them stated that the situation had become worse in the last five years. They encounter
antisemitism mainly on the internet and in the
social media, but increasingly also in the media
as such, in politics and the public.73 One in three
Jews has experienced antisemitic harassment at
least once in the five years preceding the survey,
and the same number avoid visiting Jewish institutions out of fear for their safety. Most think that
their governments have not done enough in the
fight against antisemitism.
71
72
73

74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

82

83

The BDS movement is one of the political manifestations of the new antisemitism phenomenon providing a platform for hiding antisemitism under the guise of “legitimate criticism” of
the State of Israel. The declared mission of the
movement is to protect the rights of the Palestinians, but it contains a number of “traditional”
antisemitic themes and motives and does not
recognise the right of the democratic Jewish
State of Israel to existence.81 In the beginning
of 2019, the Israeli Ministry of Strategic Affairs
published an extensive report titled “Terrorists
in Suits” in which it presented details on the
close connection between Palestinian terrorist groups and specific NGOs in the BDS movement.82
At the highest political level extreme anti-Israeli
ideas have been adopted by the head of the UK Labour Party, Jeremy Corbyn. In 2018, antisemitism
in the Labour Party gave rise to repeated protests
and to grave concern on the part of British Jews.83

CFCA Annual Report, p. 3. https://antisemitism.org.il/139956
https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/svet/2636834-pittsburgh-vzpominal-na-nejtemnejsi-hodinu-a-obeti-strelby-v-synagoze
This is the largest survey of the opinion of European Jews that has ever taken place. More than 16 thousand respondents from 12 EU Member States took part. All the results of the survey can be downloaded from: https://fra.
europa.eu/en/publication/2018/2nd-survey-discrimination-hate-crime-against-jews
Disturbing information has been provided also by a research carried out by the American agency ComRes for CNN. The respondents were more than 7,000 inhabitants from different parts of Europe. One in five thought that
Jews had too much influence in the media and politics, one in twenty Europeans never heard about the Holocaust, and a third of the respondents were convinced that Jews misused the memory of the Holocaust for their own
aims. http://edition.cnn.com/interactive/2018/11/europe/antisemitism-poll-2018-intl/
https://www.irozhlas.cz/zpravy-svet/francie-zavrazdena-zidovka-antisemitismus_1803271035_mos
https://www.lemonde.fr/police-justice/article/2018/03/01/un-adolescent-juif-agresse-dans-le-val-d-oise_5264255_1653578.html
https://www.adl.org/blog/european-antisemitism-trends-to-watch-in-9-countries-in-2018
https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/svet/2472508-zidovske-organizace-vini-pristehovalce-z-narustu-antisemitismu-na-nemeckych-skolach
https://www.irozhlas.cz/zpravy-svet/berlin-antisemitismus-utok-na-zidy_1804181635_jak?_ga=2.80865303.1865574101.1549026571-959603777.1545336555
https://www.berliner-zeitung.de/berlin/polizei/oberstaatsanwaeltin-warnt-antisemitische-gewalttaten-nehmen-in-berlin-drastisch-zu-31817738
CFCA Annual Report for 2018, p. 33: https://antisemitism.org.il/139956
The BDS movement was founded in South African Durban in 2001 and comprises dozens of NGOs and extremist activists. The activity of the movement is facilitated largely by generous funding from foreign governments,
organisations and companies, religious institutions and private donors. See CFCA Annual Report for 2018, pp. 15-16: https://antisemitism.org.il/139956
The report identifies 42 major NGOs of almost 300 international organisations that support the delegitimization of Israel and the BDS campaign. A review has shown that these organisations work as a network and have direct
links to the terrorist organisation Hamas and the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP). Terrorist organisations use various forms of opposition to Israel – demonstrations, marches, fundraising, political lobbying
and “Peace” Flotillas – to complement their armed attacks against the State of Israel. The whole report can be downloaded from: https://4il.org.il/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/MSA-Terrorists-In-Suits-English-1.pdf
https://www.bbc.com/news/av/uk-politics-45388455/corbyn-a-danger-to-british-jews-says-ex-chief-rabbi
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of antisemitism. EU member states should also
increase their efforts to ensure security for Jewish communities, institutions and citizens.87

Source: Jack Taylor; Getty Images

For a whole number of European countries, the
year 2018 was a year of the rise of populist and nationalist parties.84 In recent years the main enemy
of these parties was especially Islam and immigrants. Although anti-immigration moods dominate in right-wing circles, this does not mean that
the rhetoric of nationalist and populist parties has
been free of antisemitism or that it has not occasionally incited antisemitism. In 2018, there was
a surge of antisemitism in Poland in the context
of a dispute concerning new legislation introducing a sentence of three-years imprisonment for
attributing responsibility for the Holocaust to the
Polish nation and state and following a statement
made by prime minister Mateusz Morawiecki that
there were Jewish as well as Polish perpetrators.85
In Hungary, on the other hand, the legitimization
of antisemitic manifestations and antisemitic
way of thinking were boosted by a several-years
lasting campaign led by prime minister Viktor Orbán against the financier George Soros, who is of
Jewish descent.86
Significant all-European success in the fight
against antisemitism was scored last year by the
Council of the European Union, which, following
the finding that Jewish communities in some EU
countries felt endangered by terrorist attacks
and had been exposed in recent years to a rising
number of violent incidents, adopted on 6.12.2018
the Declaration on the fight against antisemitism
and the development of a common security approach to better protect Jewish communities and
institutions in Europe. The Declaration invites the
member states to adopt and implement a holistic
strategy to prevent and fight all forms of antisemitism and calls on the member states that have
not done so yet to endorse the working definition

E.g. the far-right Alternative für Deutschland (AfD) is the third largest party in Germany and has 13 % of the seats in parliament. The far-right populist and national
conservative Freiheitliche Partei Österreichs, FPÖ) is a government party in Austria. The Hungarian nationalist Jobbik party won 19.5 % of the votes in the 2018
parliamentary elections and the far-right populist Lidová strana Naše Slovensko (LSNS) of Marián Kotleba remains strong in Slovakia. This party proclaims its allegiance
to the legacy of the Slovak State and the regime of Jozef Tiso, which participated in the “final solution” of the Jewish question during WWII.
85
https://zpravy.aktualne.cz/zahranici/polsko-izraelsky-spor-o-historii-holocaustu-nabira-obratky-a/r~36443056068711e880d30cc47ab5f122/
86
https://www.irozhlas.cz/zpravy-svet/george-soros-open-society-foundation-madarsko-viktor-orban-fidesz_1804201212_haf
87
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-15213-2018-INIT/cs/pdf
84
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This report presents summary information on manifestations of antisemitism in the Czech Republic
in 2018. As some statistics show, 70 years after the Holocaust antisemitism is omnipresent in Europe
and has many forms. Although this report and also police statistics present a relatively low number of
recorded incidents in the CR, the phenomenon remains widespread here, too. The same as in the neighbouring countries, the main source of antisemitism and incitement to hate is the internet. The effort to
combat antisemitism including prevention should thus be focused primarily on the online environment.

CONCLUSION
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List of Antisemitic Incidents in 2018
Physical assault
Date

Description of incident

4. 4.

Prague - physical and verbal attack with an antisemitic subtext against a man in a hotel

1. 8.

Prague - attack with a racial subtext against a foreigner wearing a kippah+D1

Attack against jewish property, desacration, physical attacks on people and property
Date

Description of incident

16. 5.

Prague - swastika on the ledge of a shop at the High Synagogue

23. 12.

Prague - swastika on column in front of the Spanish Synagogue

27. 12.

Prague - Casa Pound Italia graffiti on wall in the toilets at the Spanish Synagogue

Threatening, offence, harassment
Date

Description of incident

27. 1.

Security guard in a Prague club asked visitor to take off her chain with the Star of David.

January 2018

Accusation of a lady doctor of trying to perform an illicit "ritual" circumcision of a minor

15. 2.

Harassing e-mail adressed to FJC

12. 3.

Hateful antisemitic letter sent to the management of the Zlín Municipal Theatre

9. 4.

Harassing e-mail addressed to the FJC

17. 4.

Harassing e-mail sent to the FJC

21. 4.

Liberec – antisemitic statement addressed to one of the visitors in a bar

5. 9.

Verbal antisemitic attack containing threat of violence against a public figure

10. 12.

Delivery of an antisemitic message with an offensive subtext to the FJC webmaster

Texts, depictions, audiovisual manifestations
Date

Description of incident

4. 1.

http://svobodnenoviny.eu/iranske-povstani-vyrobeno-v-izraeli-a-usa/

5. 1.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BnWLOM2zTZI

6. 1.

http://www.protiproud.cz/politika/3560-tajny-plan-rozvraceni-iranu-soucast-priprav-na-globalni-katastrofu-vulkan-jeste-drime-elity-uz-projistotu-bali-kufry-virtualni-hra-o-truny-a-ozveny-staroveku-pozapomenuta-realita-ci-konspirace-kazdym-coulem.htm

8. 1.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AGe4_tDDGeM&bpctr=1540299343

13. 1.

Discussion
under
zahranicni_aha

13. 1.

Discussion
under
1/#comment-9645

16. 1.

https://www.cd89.cz/nadprezident#more-44930

17. 1.

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/46938643

21. 1.

Facebook post no. 1

21. 1.

http://infokuryr.cz/news.php?item.20645

23. 1.

http://tadesco.cz/kabaliste-se-uz-nicim-netaji-666-ma-pomoci-k-dosazeni-drahose-trun/

24. 1

https://deliandiver.org/2018/01/proc-pisi-kevin-macdonald.html

25. 1.

http://www.nwoo.org/2018/01/25/proc-putin-a-assad-porazili-v-syrii-satanismus/

27. 1.

Instagram post no. 1

29. 1.

Discussion under article https://aeronet.cz/news/video-ustavni-soud-v-nemecku-se-postavil-na-stranu-odsouzeneho-dzihadisty-a-zamitl-jehodeportaci-do-turecka-politicka-a-humanisticka-korektnost-dosahla-v-nemecku-dalsiho-vrcholu-ve-prospech-dzihad/

29. 1.

Wall sprayed with graffiti at Kotlářka - football antisemitism - "Sparta=Jewish club"

30. 1.

Discussion under article http://paragraphos.pecina.cz/2018/01/a-b-bartos-odsouzen.html

31. 1.

https://leva-net.webnode.cz/products/leva-a-prava-mozkova-hemisfera-a-co-s-tim-souvisi/

1. 2.

Discussion under article http://paragraphos.pecina.cz/2018/02/zakon-o-minulosti.html

1. 2.

https://gloria.tv/article/LYvrJAGZ7dM16UEWdXNWZy8gD

3. 2.

https://deliandiver.org/2018/02/americka-neuroza-laska-a-nenavist-k-zidum.html#more-92583

5. 2.

https://a2larm.cz/2018/02/cerne-seznamy-a-cerne-svedomi-izraele/

11. 2.

Facebook post no. 2

12. 2.

https://www.parlamentnilisty.cz/politika/politici-volicum/Rokytka-KSCM-Vlna-prepisovani-historie-blizke-i-vzdalene-se-zene-svetemneminula-ani-CR-524062

12. 2.

Discussion under article http://www.novarepublika.cz/2018/02/zbesile-utoky-na-okamuru-nasi-veznitele.html

13. 2.

Discussion
under
1/#comment-9723

13. 2.

https://www.securitymagazin.cz/historie/jaderny-holocaust-pri-ramadanove-valce-dva-dny-pri-ktere-byl-svet-na-hrane-zniceni-1404058893.
html

13. 2.

http://www.zvedavec.org/komentare/2018/02/7502-zastaveni-bile-genocidy-izraelsky-pohled.htm

14. 2.

http://www.nwoo.org/2018/02/14/ako-manipuluju-patrioti-na-slovensku-polemika-s-a-hrnkom/

14. 2.

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/47122885

15. 2.

http://czechfreepress.cz/blogy/homo-sapiens-vs-homo-sionis.html

17. 2.

Discussion under article http://www.novarepublika.cz/2018/02/ministryne-izraele-narodni-charakter.html

18. 2.

https://tomashajek1.blog.idnes.cz/blog.aspx?c=650031

18. 2.

Wall sprayed with graffiti at Radlická metro station – Prague Boys – Anti Jude

20. 2.

http://www.protiproud.cz/politika/3643-globalni-kavarna-polsko-musi-byt-eliminovano-proc-pravda-vadi-izraeli-prepisovanim-historie-klikvidaci-narodu-krestanstvi-je-klicem-k-nalezeni-identity-vezmeme-si-priklad.htm

22. 2.

Twitter post no. 1

23. 2.

https://deliandiver.org/2018/02/zidovsky-establishment.html

article

https://zpravy.idnes.cz/nemecko-antisemitismus-migrace-imigranti-fi1-/zahranicni.aspx?c=A180112_093635_

article

article

https://radicalrevival.wordpress.com/2010/02/12/kolik-lidi-vlastne-zemrelo-v-osvetimi/comment-page-

https://radicalrevival.wordpress.com/2010/01/23/jak-zide-vyhlasili-nemecku-svatou-valku/comment-page-
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25. 2.

https://deliandiver.org/2018/02/neopodstatnena-tvrzeni-ohledne-islamismu-a-fasismu.html

7. 5.

26. 2.

https://aeronet.cz/news/na-slovensku-vtrhlo-protiteroristicke-komando-do-bytu-vydavatele-slovenskeho-alternativniho-casopisu-zem-a-vekzasah-prisel-na-objednavku-lidi-napojenych-na-slovenskou-neziskovku/

Discussion under article https://www.tyden.cz/rubriky/domaci/antisemitismus-v-evrope-i-cesku-sili-nenavist-vuci-zidum_478887_diskuze.
html#discussion-list

5. 5.

Discussion under article http://pravyprostor.cz/merkelova-nese-hlavni-vinu/

27. 2.

Facebook post no. 3

5. 5.

Discussion under article http://pravyprostor.cz/obdivuhodna-sluzba-izraelske-armady-v-boji-proti-teroru-z-gazy/

27. 2.

Discussion under article http://www.nwoo.org/2018/02/27/vyjadreni-timbora-rostase-k-policejni-razii-kvuli-udajnemu-antisemitismu-a-vyzvak-boji-proti-umlcovani/

6. 5.

Discussion under article http://pravyprostor.cz/nejcastejsi-formy-medialni-manipulace/

7. 5.

Discussion under article http://www.blesk.cz/clanek/zpravy-svet/541109/trump-posle-ivanku-do-izraele-pral-putinovi-a-chysta-oznameni-kiranu-krize-na-obzoru.html

2. 3.

Facebook post no. 4

8. 3.

https://aeronet.cz/news/cesky-nejvyssi-soud-poslapal-dalsi-z-neprekrocitelnych-mantinelu-svobody-nove-pry-staci-ke-kriminalizaci-clovekaza-sireni-nenavisti-publikovat-slovem-ci-tiskem-odborny-vyraz-reseni-zidovske-otazky/

8. 5.

Twitter post no. 5

9. 3.

https://a2larm.cz/2018/03/palestinske-deti-v-dobe-fake-news/

9. 5.

Discussion under article https://cz.sputniknews.com/videoklub/201805097311075-video-utok-syrie/

10. 3.

https://gloria.tv/photo/W2Py3ZuLUCiM2ni3iUj63QRtN

10. 5.

Discussion under article https://m.novinky.cz/discussion?sznu=R4D68DdqX1UC9bKm&dId=525356&aId=471575

18. 3.

http://rexcz.blogspot.com/2018/03/komentar-eleison-dlvii-trvali-nepratele.html

10. 5.

Discussion under article http://zahranicni.eurozpravy.cz/blizky-vychod/223574-sulka-nejnebezpecnejsi-misto-na-svete-proc-nici-golanskevysiny-jedna-valka-za-druhou/forum/#post-1518474

19. 3.

Discussion under article https://gloria.tv/like/hBdPmYubecYY3n3f1KmtALg8u

11. 5.

Discussion under article http://pravyprostor.cz/nocni-vlci-velkorusky-sovinismus-glorifikace-stalina-a-sovetskeho-rezimu/

19. 3.

Twitter post no.2

11. 5.

http://m.leva-net.webnode.cz/products/premozeni-krestanstvi-svetovym-zakulisim-politicke-technologie-a-vysledek-5/

20. 3.

Facebook post no. 5

12. 5.

Discussion under article http://pravyprostor.cz/prezident-trump-brani-izrael-proti-iranske-a-syrske-hrozbe/

24. 3.

Facebook post no. 6

13. 5.

http://www.drzejkluk.cz/157-eurovize-2018-ma-sveho-viteze/

25. 3.

http://czechfreepress.cz/blogy/laskou-pretizena-planeta-aneb-revoluce-jinak.html

14. 5.

Facebook post no. 12

27. 3.

https://www.cd89.cz/aufidena

14. 5.

Facebook post no. 13

28. 3.

http://m.leva-net.webnode.cz/products/ksb-koncepcia-spolocnej-bezpecnosti-svazek-ii-kapitola-3-socialne-prosesy-vo-vychodnom-blokuorganizacia-celospolocensky-prospesneho-riadenia-ekonomiky-5/#sdfootnote10sym

14. 5.

https://gisat.blog.respekt.cz/nekteri-vlivni-izraelsti-nacionaliste-byli-teroristy-kdyby-si-britove-pocinali-jako-dnesni-idf-mozna-by-izraelnevznikl/

28. 3.

Discussion under article https://pravyprostor.cz/otresna-vrazda-zidovske-zeny-ukazuje-na-nezvladnuty-problem-imigrace-a-multikulturalismuve-francii/

14. 5.

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/47624061

28. 3.

Facebook post no. 7

15. 5.

https://blisty.cz/art/90989-izrael-se-chova-jako-klasicka-blizkovychodni-despocie.html

28. 3.

Facebook post no. 8

15. 5.

Discussion under article http://pravyprostor.cz/cesko-nastvalo-palestinu-jen-houst-a-vetsi-kapky/

28. 3.

http://infokuryr.cz/news.php?item.21090

15. 5.

Discussion under article https://martinbraun.blog.idnes.cz/diskuse.aspx?iddiskuse=A180515_662873_blogidnes

30. 3.

Discussion
under
zranenych/forum/

15. 5.

http://zvedavec.org/komentare/2018/05/7590-je-izrael-psychopaticky-stat.htm

15. 5.

http://blog.aktualne.cz/blogy/vaclav-horejsi.php?itemid=31657

30. 3.

https://gloria.tv/photo/6JTp6gXWvALD6BxxJKViKKU6D

16. 5.

https://www.lidovenoviny.cz/nahled.aspx?d=16.05.2018&e=LN-PRAHA&id=7085436

31. 3.

https://deliandiver.org/2018/03/corbynova-zed-narku.html

16. 5.

https://video.aktualne.cz/dvtv/izrael-a-usa-zabiji-neozbrojene-demonstranty-oni-jsou-nejvet/r~dc9b8642591211e8a79a0cc47ab5f122/

April 2018

http://www.ksm.cz/images/mp012018A4cb.pdf

16. 5.

3. 4.

Discussion under article http://www.novarepublika.cz/2018/04/nezminovani.html

http://www.protiproud.cz/politika/3789-vrazdeni-v-gaze-krvavy-vykricnik-zapadniho-pokrytectvi-prezident-zeman-na-jedne-lodi-s-kavarnoubestialni-poprava-neozbrojenych-nikomu-nevadi-proc-mlci-i-rusko-souhlasem-jsme-udelali-krok-do-tmy.htm

5. 4.

https://a2larm.cz/2018/04/olovo-pro-gazu/

16. 5.

http://vasevec.parlamentnilisty.cz/blogy/humanitarni-strelba-do-demonstrantu-je-v-pohode

7. 4.

http://www.narodnisjednoceni.cz/20180407.htm

18. 5.

https://levaperspektiva.cz/clanky/teroristicka-organizace-zidovsky-stat-zabila-na-uzemi-gazy-na-60-neozbrojenych-lidi/

7. 4.

Facebook post no. 9

18. 5.

Discussion under article http://pravyprostor.cz/palestinci-na-ustupu/

7. 4.

Discussion under article http://pravyprostor.cz/otravime-izraelcum-vzduch-palestinci-pali-na-hranici-tisice-pneumatik/

19. 5.

Antisemitic inscription on information board in Teplice

7. 4.

Discussion under article https://www.casopis-sifra.cz/chartisty-platil-soros-jeho-plany-prekazil-v-90-letech-vaclav-klaus-priznava-sef-nadacecharty-77-frantisek-janouch/

19. 5.

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/47649464

21. 5.

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/47659114

21. 5.

https://www.euro.cz/archiv/vydani-2018-21/?id=1406412

22. 5.

http://zvedavec.org/komentare/2018/05/7596-americka-ambasada-pokrtena-krvi.htm

22. 5.

https://a2larm.cz/2018/05/proc-uz-nejsem-sionistka-ma-cesta-tam-a-zase-zpatky/

23. 5.

Discussion under article https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXlANQivQpE

28. 5.

https://aeronet.cz/news/jeruzalem-hlavni-mesto-velkeho-izraele-ovsem-islamskeho-a-chysta-se-finalni-holokaust-izraele-ano-chysta-a-videov-v-pjakina/

30. 5.

http://www.protiproud.cz/politika/3804-izrael-jednapadesaty-stat-usa-biliony-dolaru-mizi-beze-stopy-v-deep-state-se-vladne-lobbingemsymbioza-mocnosti-je-realitou-mlady-narod-upraven-do-potrebne-formy-poslete-jeste-vice-zbrani-pro-utocnika.htm

1. 6.

Instagram post no. 2

2. 6.

Discussion under article http://pravyprostor.cz/komuniste-napachali-spoustu-zla/

2. 6.

Discussion under article http://neviditelnypes.lidovky.cz/samanovo-doupe-jsem-izraelec-dit-/p_doupe.aspx?c=A180601_170433_p_doupe_wag

5. 6.

Discussion under article http://blog.aktualne.cz/blogy/frantisekos.php?itemid=31787

5. 6.

https://www.cd89.cz/hovnivalove#comments

6. 6.

Discussion under article http://zahranicni.eurozpravy.cz/blizky-vychod/226600-izraelsky-parlament-zablokoval-navrh-o-rovnocennosti-zidu-aarabu-byl-sileny-tvrdi-politici/forum/

7. 6.

Twitter post no. 6

9. 6.

http://www.komsomol.cz/?p=4144

11. 6.

Discussion under article https://pravyprostor.cz/pravda-o-izraeli-ktera-se-nehodi/

9. 6.

Discussion under article http://zahranicni.eurozpravy.cz/blizky-vychod/226894-izrael-tvrde-rozhanel-protesty-u-pasma-gazy-ctyri-mrtvi-pres600-zranenych/forum/

12. 6.

http://www.ovkscmfm.estranky.cz/clanky/zpravodajstvi/izrael-je-projekt-rotschildu-a-nacistickych-kolaborantu--tvrdi-severokorejskydokument.html

14. 6.

https://www.cd89.cz/zemeno-1

14. 6.

https://tadesco.cz/summit-trumpa-a-kima-svedsko-povolalo-domobranu-papez-se-ucastni-podvodu/

15. 6.

Discussion under article https://cz.sputniknews.com/svet/201806157553182-Izrael-poslanec-rasa-nadrazenost-tirada/

15. 6.

Discussion under article http://blog.aktualne.cz/blogy/vit-klima.php?itemid=31860

15. 6.

Discussion under article https://aeronet.cz/news/nemecky-orloj-ceske-politiky-i-cast-zmapovali-jsme-alarmujici-prorustani-chapadel-mociberlina-a-nemecke-lobbisticke-chobotnice-do-nejvyssich-struktur-ceske-politiky-ale-i-na-vsech-urovnich/

16. 6.

Facebook post no. 14

17. 6.

Discussion under article https://pravyprostor.cz/francouzsky-prezident-macron-se-podrizuje-arabskemu-svetu/#comments

17. 6.

https://www.euportal.cz/Articles/19206-rozsah-korupce-v-usa-presahuje-jakoukoliv-predstavu-cela-americka-spolecnost-je-doslova-prosycenaruznymi-zidovskymi-a-izraelskymi-organizacemi.aspx

17. 6.

Discussion
poslanec/

article

http://zahranicni.eurozpravy.cz/blizky-vychod/219479-rez-na-hranici-izraele-a-pasma-gazy-15-mrtvych-1400-

9. 4.

http://www.novarepublika.cz/2018/04/spojene-staty-podporily-izraelsky-masakr.html

9. 4.

https://www.palestine.cz/cz/newsd-gideon-levy-opinion-the-israel-massacre-forces

9. 4.

https://solidarita.socsol.cz/2018/zahranicni/krvavy-pochod-navratu

10. 4.

http://www.rukojmi.cz/clanky/5984-video-rusky-velvyslanec-v-osn-zautocil-na-politiku-usa-v-syrii-vsude-kam-prijdete-zanechavate-zasebou-chaos-vycetl-americke-velvyslankyni

10. 4.

Twitter post no. 3

10. 4.

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/47440374

11. 4.

http://denikreferendum.cz/clanek/27433-gaza-calling

11. 4.

https://aeronet.cz/news/o-co-jde-v-syrii-aneb-izrael-usa-vs-iran-cina-anebo-existuje-treti-cesta-ruska/

11. 4.

http://www.zvedavec.org/komentare/2018/04/7558-moznosti-anglo-sionistu.htm

12. 4.

http://leva-net.webnode.cz/products/k-aktualni-situaci-globalizace-jako-hybridni-valka-a-poslani-ruska-v-ni/

13. 4.

http://www.protiproud.cz/politika/3731-pozadi-syrske-krize-neslychana-zmet-intrik-trump-nebojuje-s-ruskem-ale-stale-s-bazinami-co-spojujepochody-v-mexiku-a-v-gaze-vypukne-v-usa-a-izraeli-barevna-revoluce-soucasne-jakou-roli-tu-hraje-cina-s-iranem.htm

13. 4.

Discussion under article http://paragraphos.pecina.cz/2018/04/rozsudek-nad-abb.html

13. 4.

Discussion
under
article
https://www.tyden.cz/rubriky/zahranici/evropa/nemecke-zidy-pobourilo-udeleni-ceny-kontroverznimraperum_475717_diskuze.html#discussion-list

14. 4.

http://www.novarepublika.cz/2018/04/trump-bombarduje-syrii-pro-izrael-chce.html?m=1

17. 4.

https://aeronet.cz/news/video-rusko-se-stalo-boxovacim-pytlem-pro-zapad-a-kazdy-dalsi-uder-bude-bolestivejsi-byvaly-izraelsky-spionvaroval-na-ruske-televizi-putina-ze-nemuze-vest-se-zapadem-dialog-protoze-nikdo-na-zapad/

17. 4.

Facebook post no. 10

18. 4.

Antisemitic graffiti on the pavement in the Castle Garden in Teplice

20. 4.

Discussion under article https://lubomirstejskal.blog.idnes.cz/diskuse.aspx?iddiskuse=A180419_659332_blogidnes

20. 4.

http://tadesco.cz/ve-francii-se-schyluje-k-revoluci-chazarska-fraska-s-utokem-v-syrii-s-cilem-vyvolat-3-svetovou-valku/

22. 4.

http://www.skrytapravda.cz/domaci/1593-bude-soucasti-pochodu-proti-antisemitismu-i-pochod-proti-genocide-palestincu

24. 4.

https://aeronet.cz/news/video-jakov-kedmi-v-emotivnim-vystupu-vysvetlil-rozpad-jugoslavie-a-ulohu-madeleine-albright-v-genocide-verwande-muslimsti-teroriste-se-na-balkanu-s-pomoci-zapadu-organizuji-jiz-od-70-let/

24. 4.

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/47521230

26. 4.

Discussion under article http://pravyprostor.cz/proc-takova-nenavist-kvuli-krizi-symbolu-evropske-civilizace/

27. 4.

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/47539404

27. 4.

http://a2larm.cz/2018/04/ctk-a-dvoji-metr-na-izrael/

30. 4.

Discussion under article https://cz.sputniknews.com/politika/201804307256864-saudska-arabie-palestina-kritika/#comments

2. 5.

Facebook post no. 11

2. 5.

Twitter post no. 4

2. 5.

Discussion under article http://pravyprostor.cz/pohled-zevnitr-aneb-podivne-nemecke-tresteni/#comments

18. 6.

http://zvedavec.org/komentare/2018/06/7620-je-putin-opravdu-pripraven-hodit-iran-pres-palubu.htm

2. 5.

https://aeronet.cz/news/evropska-unie-bude-spolupracovat-s-neziskovkami-financovanymi-georgem-sorosem-v-boji-proti-alternativnimzpravodajskym-serverum-vznikne-institut-pro-certifikaci-pravdivych-informaci/

19. 6.

Discussion under article http://www.novarepublika.cz/2018/06/ceska-smula-na-kompetentni-ministry.html

22. 6.

https://pravyprostor.cz/spatna-karma-evropy/

2. 5.

Discussion under article http://www.novarepublika.cz/2018/05/faul-proti-janu-nerudovi.html

23. 6.

Discussion under article https://pravyprostor.cz/francie-islamismus-v-srdci-statu/

3. 5.

Discussion under article https://zpravy.idnes.cz/diskuse.aspx?iddiskuse=A180503_075753_zahranicni_lre

24. 6.

Discussion under article https://pravyprostor.cz/evropou-kraci-kontrarevoluce/

3. 5.

http://leva-net.webnode.cz/products/premozeni-krestanstvi-svetovym-zakulisim-politicke-technologie-a-vysledek-2/

under

article

https://stredoevropan.cz/2018/06/17/zide-jsou-nejchytrejsi-na-svete-a-jsou-nadrazenym-lidem-tvrdi-izraelsky-

48

27. 6.

Annual Report on Manifestations of Antisemitism
in the Czech Republic in 2018

Discussion under article http://www.reflex.cz/clanek/komentare/88218/vedou-zide-islamsky-stat-i-ameriku-zidovsky-duchovni-demaskovalmetody-noveho-antisemitismu.html

49

Annual Report on Manifestations of Antisemitism
in the Czech Republic in 2018

5. 9.

Facebook post no. 19

5. 9.

https://aeronet.cz/news/nemecka-policie-odlozila-pripad-znasilneni-desetileteho-chlapce-na-skolnim-vylete-skupinou-deviantnich-a-udajnejedenactiletych-arabskych-spoluzaku-protoze-policii-se-nepodarilo-lekarsky-stanovit-vek/

6. 9.

http://zvedavec.org/komentare/2018/09/7693-globalni-aliance-ve-jmenu-zla.htm

8. 9.

https://www.ceskatelevize.cz/porady/10265744641-zpravicky/218411000160908/video/

12. 9.

http://outsidermedia.cz/izraelska-armada-se-priznala-k-podpore-islamistu/

13. 9.

https://aeronet.cz/news/video-projev-viktora-orbana-v-eu-parlamentu-a-jeho-obrana-krestanske-evropy-pred-socialisty-a-liberaly-postavimese-jako-narod-i-proti-vam-pokud-budete-chtit-rozhodovat-o-nasi-zemi/

13. 9.

Discussion under article http://www.novarepublika.cz/2018/09/izraelska-armada-se-priznala-k-podpore.html

13. 9.

Discussion under article https://tadesco.cz/apokalypticka-krava-prvni-cervena-jalovice-ktera-se-narodila-v-izraeli-po-dvou-tisici-letechvyvolava-strach-z-armagedonu-ponevadz-krestanske-a-zidovske-svate-knihy-rikaji-ze-prinese-konec/

27. 6.

Discussion under article https://aeronet.cz/news/vime-prvni-lide-s-napojenim-na-zdenka-bakalu-karla-janecka-a-george-sorose-chystajispusteni-nejvetsiho-pro-americkeho-serveru-v-cr-redakce-bude-slozena-z-byvalych-zamestnancu-bakalovy-economie/

27. 6.

Facebook post no. 15

28. 6.

Facebook post no. 16

29. 6.

Discussion under article https://www.blesk.cz/clanek/zpravy-krimi/551381/zide-zuri-naha-modelka-zneuctila-zed-narku-pomahal-ji-muslim.
html

29. 6.

https://deliandiver.org/2018/06/mytus-zidovske-inteligence.html

1. 7.

https://www.parlamentnilisty.cz/arena/nazory-a-petice/Belen-Fernandezova-Middle-East-Eye-Orientalismus-na-veky-veku-542234

4. 7.

Discussion under article https://pravyprostor.cz/existuji-hodni-muslimove/

5. 7.

http://vasevec.parlamentnilisty.cz/blogy/krestanstvi-jako-terc-terc-eu-terc-stoupencu-slovanstvi-terc-stoupencu-ved-dalsich

17. 9.

https://levaperspektiva.cz/clanky/usa-dale-prohlubuji-stradani-vyhnanych-palestincu/

6. 7.

Discussion under article https://hoffmannova.blog.idnes.cz/diskuse.aspx?iddiskuse=A180706_669512_blogidnes

17. 9.

Discussion under article https://www.denik.cz/diskuse/zide-protestuji-proti-komiksu-zeleny-raoul-znevazuje-holokaust.html

8. 7.

Discussion under article https://www.tyden.cz/rubriky/zahranici/evropa/antisemitismus-v-berline-policie-zadrzela-osm-lidi_487884_diskuze.
html#discussion-list

17. 9.

https://aeronet.cz/news/idlib-armagedon-a-konec-dolaru-jako-izrael-vs-iran-bible-vs-koran-a-slaby-putin/

10. 7.

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/47931458

17. 9.

https://naseveru.org/2018/09/17/existuje-skryta-ruka-za-stretem-civilizaciʻ-v-evrope/

8. 7.

Discussion under article https://pravyprostor.cz/opet-se-vraci-doba-jako-pred-rokem-1989-kdy-se-doma-rika-neco-jineho-nez-na-verejnostilide-se-boji-postihu-v-zamestnani/

18. 9.

https://aeronet.cz/news/video-vladimir-zirinovsky-zautocil-v-ruske-televizi-na-zidy-ze-ridi-politiku-kremlu-a-stoji-v-pozadi-kauzy-skripalkdo-nahradi-vladimira-putina-ve-funkci-prezidenta-az-jednou-odejde/

12. 7.

Discussion under article https://pravyprostor.cz/eli-kohen-velkolepy-pribeh-hrdiny-izraele/

19. 9.

https://aeronet.cz/news/krize-il-20-skupina-izraelskych-stihacek-f-16-se-kryla-v-radarovem-stinu-za-ruskym-letadlem-syrska-pvo-sestrelilaomylem-rusky-stroj-zarvalo-15-ruskych-vojaku-izrael-obvinil-damasek/

16. 7.

https://ceskoaktualne.cz/2018/07/top-10/teorie-eteru-2/#

20.9.

https://www.cd89.cz/reseni-migracni-krize-na-dosah#more-45536

16. 7.

https://tadesco.cz/zhodia-napokon-zidia-okovy-chazarskej-mafie-az-bude-izrael-oslobodeny/

21. 9.

17. 7.

https://blisty.cz/art/91854-jednou-se-do-palestiny-vratime.html

https://tadesco.cz/chysta-se-finalni-holokaust-zidu/?utm_source=tadesco.cz_internal&utm_medium=internal&utm_campaign=tadesco.cz_
internal&utm_content=17061972&utm_term=238560

18. 7.

Discussion under article https://pravyprostor.cz/fascinujici-zivotni-pribeh-jonatan-netanjahu/

21. 9.

http://infokuryr.cz/news.php?extend.22663.3

19. 7.

http://infokuryr.cz/news.php?extend.22148.2

24. 9.

19. 7.

Discussion under article https://www.tyden.cz/rubriky/zahranici/evropa/registrace-zidu-politik-chce-regulovat-odber-koser-masa_489461_
diskuze.html#discussion-list

http://www.ksm.cz/dokumenty/spolecne-prohlaseni-21-evropskych-komsomolu.html?fbclid=IwAR2DSGLi4zJTpFd43sqLX8OfwU4Tu2PGUwSwiN8VgISzeNLTcmczJwg_wU

24. 9.

21. 7.

Discussion under article https://pravyprostor.cz/izrael-se-pravem-prohlasil-za-zidovsky-stat-hysterie-je-pokrytecka/

https://tadesco.cz/chazarska-mafie-hleda-ochranu-u-cinanu-jak-se-blizi-vojenske-tribunaly-izrael-opet-provokuje-rothschildi-chteji-vyjednatkapitulaci/

21. 7.

Discussion
under
article
https://zahranicni.eurozpravy.cz/evropa/230303-v-nemecku-se-antisemitismus-stava-soucasti-mainstreamuvyznamnou-roli-v-tom-hraji-elity-poukazuje-studie/forum/

25. 9.

Twitter post no. 7

26. 9.

http://www.nwoo.org/2018/09/26/pochod-k-sionu/

22. 7.

http://infokuryr.cz/news.php?item.22172

26. 9.

23. 7.

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/48021688

Discussion under article https://eurozpravy.cz/zahranicni/evropa/235640-zbavi-se-alternativa-pro-nemecko-povesti-antisemitistickeho-hnutistrana-se-pokousi-ziskat-na-svoji-stranu-zidy/forum/

24. 7.

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/48030176

3. 10.

https://tadesco.cz/atentat-na-trumpa-selhal-zoufala-chazarska-mafie-planuje-falesnou-invazi-mimozemstanu/

24. 7.

Discussion under article https://pravyprostor.cz/hitleruv-socialismus-2/

4. 10.

Facebook post no. 20

23.7.

http://www.ksm.cz/ze-zahranici/strana-palestinskeho-lidu-odsuzuje-navstevu-predstavitele-nemecke-strany-die-linke-v-izraeli.html

říjen 2018

University of Finance and Administration - Most - scheduled lecture on the Elders of Zion with inappropriate annotation

24. 7.

Discussion under article https://pravyprostor.cz/izrael-stat-kde-mensina-nediktuje-vetsine/

8. 10.

https://gloria.tv/article/R7shMbCaZpmE2J9Taeu1yv1r8

24. 7.

Discussion under article https://pravyprostor.cz/islamsky-zpusob-dobyvani-sveta/

9. 10.

24. 7.

Discussion under article https://www.tyden.cz/rubriky/zahranici/asie-a-oceanie/erdoan-izrael-je-nejrasistictejsi-a-nejfasistictejsi-zemesveta_490001_diskuze.html#discussion-list

https://levaperspektiva.cz/clanky/izraelsti-osadnici-zatopili-beduinskou-vesnici-mocuvkou/?fbclid=IwAR1L61A1jNtGgtBQ6yhMXjiR3f4KmnNyJ
UIBaaCKSlB26xh1Se71sFmWs00

9. 10.

24. 7.

http://leva-net.webnode.cz/products/ksb-koncepcia-spolocnej-bezpecnosti-svazek-ii-kapitola-3-socialne-prosesy-vo-vychodnom-blokuorganizacia-celospolocensky-prospesneho-riadenia-ekonomiky-8/

Discussion under article https://www.info.cz/svet/levicaci-jsou-antisemite-a-skryvaji-se-za-humanismus-rika-spisovatel-tuvia-tenenbom-36817.
html

10. 10.

http://leva-net.webnode.cz/products/scenaristika-globalniho-zakulisi-ve-vztahu-k-lidstvu-v-30-50-letech-20-stoleti/

10. 10.

https://deliandiver.org/2018/10/jezuitsky-rad-jako-synagoga-zidu-cast-1.html

11. 10.

http://www.skrytapravda.cz/domaci/1948-koncentracni-tabor-palestina-naskocil-vaclav-klaus-na-podraz-dvoraka-ze-kritika-je-z-obou-stran

11. 10.

http://veksvetla.cz/dezerterka-z-komunity-zidovskych-iluminatu-popisuje-priserne-ritualy-spojene-s-obetmi-malych-deti/?fbclid=IwAR0E0G1RauZ5mgab4KX-UN0DvetSy74Wq5eHrl5kGPGlBuEsH51T2qzNfU

25. 7.

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/48032144

25. 7.

http://www.rukojmi.cz/clanky/6562-zlata-totalita-za-komunistu-ta-dnesni-totalita-se-tvari-demokraticky-ale-je-mnohem-zakernejsi

29. 7.

https://aeronet.cz/news/krvavy-uplnek-symbol-konce-dolaru-a-konce-izraele-palestina-je-syrie-iran-a-antisionismus-je-neomarxismus/

30. 7.

https://aeronet.cz/news/euroafrika-globalizace-nejen-kultur-ale-i-hmyzu-rostlin-a-podnebi-kdo-ovlada-a-ridi-migraci-cernochu-a-arabu-doevropy-kdo-ridi-na-6-prioritach-cely-system-globalizace-uz-to-vime-komu-vyhovuje/

11. 10

30. 7.

Discussion under article https://pravyprostor.cz/teror-proti-lidem-i-prirode-v-izraeli-kolem-pasma-gazy-ma-plnou-podporu-pseudointelektualuvydavajicich-se-za-vyznamne-cesko-zidovske-osobnosti/

Discussion under article https://eurozpravy.cz/zahranicni/blizky-vychod/237129-rasismus-v-izraeli-ministr-kritizoval-svatbu-arabky-s-zidemposlanec-si-prisadil/forum/

11. 10.

Facebook post no. 21

31. 7.

https://aeronet.cz/news/fake-news-agenta-plavce-evropsky-hodnotny-jaromir-stetina-vydaval-fotografii-s-ceskymi-politiky-ve-volgogradu-zunora-tohoto-roku-za-snimek-porizeny-na-krymu-v-cervenci-pred-par-dny-to-nevymyslis/

15. 10.

Facebook post no. 22

16. 10.

https://www.svobodny-vysilac.cz/2018-10-16-historie-na-ruby-host-pavel-44-108-min/

srpen 2018

Landing page www.cd89.cz - antisemitic collages

18. 10

http://www.novarepublika.cz/2018/10/la-llum-negra-predseda-piratske-strany.html

2. 8.

http://outsidermedia.cz/izraelsky-parlament-prijal-apartheidni-zakon-o-narodnim-statu/

18. 10.

http://www.kldialog.cz/2018/10/18/uskutecnil-se-20-antikapitalisticky-kemp/

5. 8.

Discussion under article¨https://tadesco.cz/muslimove-varuji-evropu-jestli-proti-nam-pujdete-spatne-dopadnete/

18. 10.

http://infokuryr.cz/news.php?extend.22912.2

6. 8.

http://www.rukojmi.cz/clanky/domaci-politika/6618-rozvracec-statu-nicitel-krestanstvi-kalec-na-cesky-narod-valecny-stvac-lhar-apodvodnik-tomas-halik-papezska-devka

19. 10.

https://stastnapetra.blog.respekt.cz/izraelske-demolice-palestinskych-beduinskych-vesnic-jsou-valecnym-zlocinem/

20. 10.

Twitter post no. 8

6. 8.

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/48113861

23. 10.

https://deliandiver.org/2018/10/jezuitsky-rad-jako-synagoga-zidu-cast-2.html

7. 8.

http://literarky.cz/blogy/tereza-spencerova/26729-uri-avary-k-zakonu-o-idovskem-statu-kdo-sakra-jsme

24. 10.

8. 8.

https://gloria.tv/photo/9dLAgHAYzaMU4QGrXKum4jag7

http://denikreferendum.cz/clanek/28507-palestina-v-generalni-stavce?fbclid=IwAR0gULvm7P_Qtqk2rYb9CE_xmK-achAH_
fgiGHRcgasLopVXACsJqWqb0kU

8. 8.

Discussion under article http://www.reflex.cz/clanek/zpravy/89126/stat-zidovskeho-naroda-izraelem-stale-zmitaji-spory-o-novy-zakon.html

24. 10.

9. 8.

Discussion under article https://magazin.eurozpravy.cz/231765-naciste-nebyli-jedini-kdo-zidy-nenavidel-jejich-pronasledovani-saha-daleko-dominulosti/forum/

https://aeronet.cz/news/v-kauze-veprina-v-letech-padlo-trestni-oznameni-na-ex-ministra-kultury-za-vytunelovani-penez-ze-statnihorozpoctu-skrze-romskou-neziskovku-stat-vykoupil-prasecak-za-33333x-navysenou-cenu/

26. 10.

Facebook post no. 23

9. 8.

https://aeronet.cz/news/neoconi-zahajili-nicivou-destrukci-trumpova-helsinskeho-summitu-kongresmani-chteji-bez-souhlasu-donaldatrumpa-protlacit-zakon-ktery-by-rusko-oznacil-za-zemi-sponzorujici-terorismus-kreml-je-zdesen/

27. 10.

Facebook post no. 24

27. 10.

http://infokuryr.cz/news.php?item.22983

11. 8.

Discussion under article http://www.czechfreepress.cz/cfp-doporucuje/izraelsky-poslanec-sa-dovolava-nadradenosti-zidovskej-rasy.html

27. 10.

12. 8.

Discussion under article https://zahranicni.eurozpravy.cz/blizky-vychod/232019-hanba-rasismus-v-tel-avivu-se-znovu-protestovalo-protinarodnostnimu-zakonu/forum/

Discussion
under
article
https://www.tyden.cz/rubriky/zahranici/amerika/strelec-postrilel-v-synagoze-jedenact-lidi-pak-se-vzdalpolicii_501096_diskuze.html#discussion-list

27. 10.

http://www.narodnisjednoceni.cz/20181027.htm

13. 8.

https://aeronet.cz/news/romske-elpicko-v-kadani-oloupena-zena-trpici-epilepsii-skoncila-v-nemocnici-ceska-mainstreamova-media-vydalana-kauzu-generalni-informacni-zakaz-my-ji-prinasime-i-se-seznamem-roma-ziskovek/

28. 10.

Discussion under article https://www.lidovky.cz/svet/muz-podezrely-ze-strelby-v-synagoze-byl-obvinen-z-29-precinu-hrozi-mu-i-trest-smrti.
A181028_075952_ln_zahranici_ele/diskuse

14. 8.

https://aeronet.cz/news/babis-opet-otocil-neziskovkam-se-zadne-penize-skrtat-nebudou-pry-je-to-lez-ministryne-financi-je-z-babisovadementi-zmatena-a-osobne-se-ji-to-dotklo-a-urad-vlady-si-dokonce-objednal-u-neziskovky/

28. 10.

https://tadesco.cz/evropa-nad-propasti-bod-odkud-neni-navratu-soustavna-depopulace-a-rodina-v-troskach-za-co-dostala-merkelovakalergiho-cenu-invaze-migrantu-jako-konecne-reseni-konspiracni-horor-na-sobotni-vecer/

20. 8.

http://www.narodnisjednoceni.cz/20180820.htm

29. 10.

25. 8.

https://ceskoaktualne.cz/2018/08/zpravy-k-zamysleni/holokaust-byznys-popelu-1/

https://aeronet.cz/news/strelba-v-synagoze-v-pittsburghu-nastala-behem-ranniho-sabatu-a-slavnostnich-obrizek-na-miste-zustalo-lezet-11hostu-dalsi-provokace-a-symbol-proti-chabadu-a-donaldu-trumpovi/

25. 8.

https://ceskoaktualne.cz/2018/08/zpravy-k-zamysleni/holokaust-byznys-popelu-2/

30. 10.

Discussion under article https://www.blesk.cz/clanek/zpravy-krimi/573810/moseho-smrti-to-nekonci-sestra-zesnuleho-vinare-promluvila.html

27. 8.

Facebook post no. 17

31. 10.

Facebook post no. 25

2. 9.

Facebook post no. 18

1. 11.

2. 9.

First Republic Day in Žižkov - scene promoting antisemitic stereotypes in the society.

Discussion under article https://aeronet.cz/news/babis-nalicil-past-na-cssd-premier-navrhl-odstoupit-od-globalniho-kompaktu-osn-po-vzorurakouska-a-usa-ve-vlade-to-pry-navrhne-koalicnim-partnerum-z-lidoveho-domu-odstavovani-bruselu/

4. 9.

Discussion under article https://eurozpravy.cz/zahranicni/eu/233697-evrope-hrozi-nova-migrace-zide-chteji-opustit-britanii/forum/

1. 11.

http://a2larm.cz/2018/11/pred-vojenskym-soudem-obnazena-izraelska-dystopie/

5. 9.

Discussion under article https://www.denik.cz/diskuse/britsti-labouriste-prijali-uplnou-definici-antisemitismu.html

1. 11.

Facebook post no. 26
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1. 11.

Facebook post no. 27

1. 11.

Facebook post no. 28

2. 11.

Discussion under article https://pravyprostor.cz/zide-proti-sorosovi/

3. 11.

Discussion under article https://pravyprostor.cz/palestinci-verejne-vyhrozuji-izraelcum-zabitim/

4. 11.

Discussion
under
html#discussion-list

5. 11.

Discussion under article http://www.rukojmi.cz/clanky/7028-cim-vic-zabitych-izraelcu-tim-vetsi-platy-i-z-ceskych-miliard-pro-palestinsketeroristy-utoky-na-zidy-jsou-pro-ne-skvely-byznys-nejnizsi-renta-teroristy-je-nasobne-vyssi-nez-prumerny-plat-v-palestinske-autonomii

5. 11.

https://aeronet.cz/news/nove-sankce-na-iran-uvalil-donald-trump-na-prikaz-izraele-uvadeji-zdroje-z-blizkosti-bileho-domu-za-sankcemistoji-aipac-a-skupina-sionistickeho-prophetismu-velkeho-izraele-a-rozhodujici-valky/

7. 11.

Facebook post no. 29

7. 11.

https://aeronet.cz/news/tajna-studie-eu-ceska-republika-by-mohla-absorbovat-vice-nez-68000000-a-slovensko-pres-43000000-obyvatel-vramci-redistribuce-migrantu-z-afriky-a-arabskych-zemi-cela-eu-pojme-az-38-miliardy/

9. 11.

Antisemitic graphics - sticker on lamp post by the Pinkas Synagogue

12. 11.

https://aeronet.cz/news/chabad-lubavitch-lev-leviev-vladimir-putin-a-donald-trump-jako-jedna-rodina-odstavovani-trumpa-od-moci-jevlastne-odstavovanim-chabadu-sionisty-je-to-horsi-nez-jsme-si-mysleli/?fbclid=IwAR3CgzJxcxJZ08QvG11tFgOuZZuonwOwynwdmig41CC8LG
nlvqwxpqzK9RU

14. 11.

Facebook post no. 30

17. 11.

Neo-Nazi demonstration in Litvínov, speech by Ladislav Malý on Free Masons and Zionists

19. 11.

Discussion under article http://www.novarepublika.cz/2018/11/antisemita-putin.html

20. 11.

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/48931925

22. 11.

Discussion under article https://www.tyden.cz/rubriky/zahranici/evropa/ohrozeni-zidu-v-evrope-je-dramaticke-musime-se-vzchopit_504005_
diskuze.html#discussion-list

24. 11.

https://www.svobodny-vysilac.cz/2018-11-23-sefredaktor-zpravodajskeho-portalu-aeronet-cz-pan-vk-komentuje-aktualni-udalosti-uplynulehotydne; časy 02:15:27 a 02:18:06

27. 11.

https://aeronet.cz/news/sioniste-vs-chabad-vyznam-27-listopadu-2018-prohlaseni-prezidenta-zemana-v-izraeli-video-panika-neoconuspustena-na-ukrajine-a-facka-globalistum/

29. 11.

https://aeronet.cz/news/vladimir-putin-my-neodchazime-od-dolaru-to-dolar-odchazi-od-nas-rusko-proda-turecku-clenske-zemi-natoprotivzdusny-system-s-400-bez-pouziti-americkeho-dolaru-a-swiftu-brzy-takto-bude-rusko/

30. 11.

Discussion under article https://zpravy.idnes.cz/cnn-palestina-izrael-marc-lamont-hill-dwl-/mediahub.aspx?c=A181130_154507_mediahub_jpl

3. 12.

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/49092226

3. 12.

Facebook post no. 31

4. 12.

https://aeronet.cz/news/ultimatum-ve-stinu-hanuky-bud-se-moskva-zbavi-svych-novych-raket-na-zakladne-kapustin-jar-anebo-usa-do-60dnu-odstoupi-od-smlouvy-na-zakaz-vyvoje-raket-stredniho-doletu/

5. 12.

http://www.narodnisjednoceni.cz/20181205.htm

5. 12.

http://vasevec.parlamentnilisty.cz/blogy/imperialiste-jsou-stale-zoufalejsi-meni-se-rovnovaha-sil-ve-svete

6. 12.

https://aeronet.cz/news/revoluce-zlutych-vest-hori-uz-nejen-pariz-ale-nove-i-brusel-protesty-organizuje-socialni-sit-facebook-ktera-odmitablokovat-prispevky-ktere-vyzyvaji-k-nasilnostem-v-ulicich/

7. 12.

https://aeronet.cz/news/video-cinsky-social-credit-system-ktery-vam-vyrazi-dech-i-se-zubama-george-orwell-tise-v-hrobe-bledne-zavisticina-dovedla-jeho-roman-1984-nejen-do-praxe-ale-naprosto-ho-prekonala/

7. 12.

Facebook post no. 32

9. 12.

Discussion under article https://cz.sputniknews.com/svet/201812098667124-francie-izrael-repatriace-zide-video/#comments

9. 12.

Discussion under article https://radicalrevival.wordpress.com/2015/04/30/odesel/comment-page-1/#comment-11875

12. 12.

https://aeronet.cz/news/teror-ve-strasburku-je-vrteni-psem-na-odvedeni-pozornosti-od-zlutych-vest-v-parizi-ktere-chtely-puvodne-frexit-achytit-pod-krkem-zidovske-banky-mame-unikatni-preklad-jejich-manifestu/

12. 12.

Discussion under
demokracie/

12. 12.

Discussion under article https://cz.sputniknews.com/svet/201812128690525-nemecko-zide-utoky-antisemitismus-evropa/#comments

13. 12.

Facebook post no. 33

13. 12.

Facebook post no. 34

14. 12.

Facebook post no. 35

15. 12.

Facebook post no. 36

15. 12.

Facebook post no. 37

16. 12.

http://www.ksm.cz/images/mp042018A4cb.pdf

16. 12.

Discussion under article https://pravyprostor.cz/pani-merkelova-pane-putine-kolik-zidu-jeste-musi-zemrit/

16. 12.

Facebook post no. 38

17. 12.

Discussion
under
article
https://www.tyden.cz/rubriky/zahranici/asie-a-oceanie/izrael-porusuje-v-hebronu-mezinarodni-zakon-hlasipozorovatele_507140_diskuze.html#discussion-list

18. 12.

https://aeronet.cz/news/politika-dvou-zidli-s-malym-a-velkym-z-cesko-hlasovalo-v-osn-pro-pakt-o-uprchlicich-navzdory-pondelnimvyrokum-andreje-babise-druhy-pakt-o-migraci-pry-ale-cr-opravdu-nepodepise/

19. 12.

https://aeronet.cz/news/video-george-soros-je-osobnosti-roku-podle-listu-the-financial-times-ale-v-roce-1992-malem-polozil-britskoucentralni-banku-a-oskubal-nakonec-i-britska-nemluvnata-na-jeho-prvni-miliardu-se-slozil/

23. 12.

http://www.novarepublika.cz/2018/12/gaza-krok-od-raje-rozhovor-se-zdenkem.html

23. 12.

https://aeronet.cz/news/video-vybusna-prestrelka-mezi-lubomirem-volnym-a-jakubem-zeleznym-na-ceske-televizi-odhalila-elementarnihistoricke-neznalosti-nejen-moderatora-ale-i-ostatnich-politiku-ve-studiu/

24. 12.

Discussion under article https://pravyprostor.cz/arabove-se-dozaduji-at-cesko-nepresouva-ambasadu-do-jeruzalema/

24. 12.

Twitter post no.D39 9

26. 12.

Discussion
under
article
https://cz.sputniknews.com/svet/201812268805546-Izrael-Rusko-utok-Syrie-letadla/?fbclid=IwAR2PX_
P58MC9M5dYgkrUIY0Vy7t0cKER-9yYR4MI1aOSrLOxWhQVfnOxSa8

26. 12.

Facebook post no. 39

29. 12.

Facebook post no. 40

29. 12.

https://www.antidemokrat.cz/2018/12/valecny-stvac-arnost-lustig.html

31. 12.

Facebook post no. 41

31. 12.

Facebook post no. 42

31. 12.

https://tadesco.cz/za-vsim-zlem-hledejme-chazarsko-zidovskou-bestii-video/

Functionality of links checked on 1. 5. 2019

article

article

https://www.tyden.cz/rubriky/zahranici/dozorce-z-koncentracniho-tabora-zustane-bez-trestu_501934_diskuze.
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LIST OF INCIDENTS IN SOCIAL MEDIA

1.1. Instagram
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Twitter

Post No.4

Post No.1

Post No.5

Post No.2

Post No.2

Post No.3

Post No.6
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1.3.
Post No.1

Post No.2

Post No.8

Post No.3

Post No.9
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Facebook
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Post No.6
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Post No.9

Post No.7

Post No.5

Post No.8

Post No.10
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Post No. 14

Post No.12

Post No. 15

Post No.13

Post No. 16
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Post No. 17
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Post No. 19
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Post No. 20
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Post No. 22

Post No. 18
Post No. 23
Post No. 21
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Post No. 24
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Post No. 26
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Post No. 30

Post No. 27

Post No. 28
Post No. 25

Post No. 31

Post No. 29
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Post No. 32
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Post No. 33
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Post No. 35
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Post No. 37

Post No. 36

Post No. 38

Post No. 34
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Post No. 39
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Post No. 42
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3.

Post No. 40

Post No. 41

List of Abbreviations
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List of Abbreviations
ADL

Anti-Defamation League

BDS

Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions

BIS

Security Information Service (Bezpečnostní informační služba)

CST

The Community Security Trust

CFCA

Coordinating Forum for Combating Anti-Semitism

DSSS

Workers Party of Social Justice (Dělnická strana sociální spravedlnosti)

FRA

European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights

FŽO

Federation of Jewish Communities (Federace židovských obcí, FŽO )

IHRA

International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance

KSM

Communist Union of Youth (Komunistický svaz mládeže)

MV ČR

Ministry of Interior of Czech Republic (Ministerstvo vnitra České republiky, MV ČR)

NCOZ

National Centre for Combating Organised Crime
(Národní centrála proti organizovanému zločinu, NCOZ)

ND

National Democracy (Národní demokracie)

NO

National Resistance (Národní odpor)

NS

National Unification (Národní sjednocení)

PČR

Police of the Czech Republic

SPD

Freedom and Direct Democracy (Svoboda a přímá demokracie)

TSK

Tactical-Statistical Classification of the Police of CR
(Takticko-statistická klasifikace Policie České republiky)
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Federation of Jewish Communities
in the Czech Republic
Maiselova 18
110 01 Praha 1
www.fzo.cz
www.facebook.com
/Federacezidovskychobci/

